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ABSTRACT

Application of ultrahard cutting tool materials is continuously expanding. One example of
an ultrahard cutting tool material is polycrystalline diamond (PCD), which is widely used
in tool making and machining. However, because of the high wear resistance of PCD it is
characterised by low grindability and machinability. So, any mechanism used to machine
PCD has to meet specific requirements. Grinding with a diamond grinding wheel is one
of the economic ways to machine PCD compacts. This thesis considers the grinding of
polycrystalline diamond using a conventional grinding machine and makes machining
parameter recommendations to support the optimisation of PCD grinding.
The PCD grinding forces are mathematically analysed. These grinding forces are
measured using a force sensor installed on a conventional grinding machine. The forces
produced during grinding are investigated as a function of in-feed, contact zone, material
removal rate (MRR) and oscillation rate. Wheel conditioning, another major aspect of
PCD grinding, is studied and optimised in order to reduce the grinding forces, increase
the cutting efficiency and achieve maximum removal rates and minimum wear ratios.
Grinding wheel wear is investigated as a recognized problem in PCD grinding. A series of
experiments are conducted in which the material removal rate, the rate of wheel wear and
the grinding forces are measured. The effects of in-feed, sharpening process and work
piece hardness on the wheel wear are studied.
The edge quality of the PCD compacts is investigated as an important issue in tool
making. Factors affecting PCD grinding quality include the in-feed, material removal rate,
the condition of the diamond grinding wheel and the rigidity of the grinding machine.
These are all studied to find their effect on edge quality.
The work presented in this thesis also shows that the capability of a conventional grinding
machine designed for non-PCD is sufficient to grind PCD with acceptable quality.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1. Background

According to ISO 3002, the grinding process is characterized by the kind of surface to
be generated, the kinematics of the machining operation and the shape or profile of the
grinding wheel [1].
Polycrystalline diamond (PCD) is one of the most interesting developments in the field
of advanced cutting tool materials. With the growing use of cutting tools made from
PCD for use on difficult-to-machine materials over the last 15 years, the development
of machining processes of this material becomes essential. In today’s competitive
market, industries have the need for fast, lean, flexible and adaptable manufacturing
processes in order to survive [2]. Grinding of polycrystalline diamond is a time
consuming and costly task and any time and money savings in the grinding operation
are very desirable.
With the expanding use of machining operations including CNC production
equipment in order to improve productivity, increase tool life and to reduce downtime
and costs, diamond is being considered as one of the most economical choices of
cutting tools. The cost of a diamond tool is approximately 40 times the equivalent
carbide tool but will last approximately 150 times longer [3]. The most significant
advantage of using diamond tools is the enormous reduction in machine downtime.
Furthermore, diamond not only remains sharp for a longer time but also results in
more satisfactory quality of the cutting edge.
A conventional grinding machine was used in this thesis to grind Polycrystalline
diamond. Because the hardness of PCD generates high machining forces during
grinding, PCD blanks are often ground using specific machines with high dynamic and
static stability. Consequently, to grind PCD tools, conventional grinding machines
designed for non-PCD uses may need to be modified. The grinding mechanisms
designed specifically for PCD grinding are often costly and require specially trained
operators. However, conventional machines are more likely to have problems in areas
1

such as the rigidity of the system, material removal efficiency, grinding wheel wear,
edge quality.
The grinding process can be monitored by measurement of the grinding forces and the
amount of material removed. One of the motivations for measuring the grinding
forces and amount of removed material is to obtain more valuable information about
the PCD grinding process and the relation between grinding parameters. Measuring
grinding forces also helps to study the reliability of the grinding machine during
grinding PCD.
PCD blanks are usually ground using diamond grinding wheels. The grinding wheels
must be trued occasionally to remove the irregularities of the wheel profile generated
by the previous grinding operations. Due to the great hardness of PCD, the grinding
wheel wears out extremely quickly. Therefore, the wheel surface must be opened and
resharpened again for further grinding operations. Considering these details, the PCD
grinding process is noticeably longer than grinding cemented carbide and in fact the
wheel dullness is one of the limitations of PCD grinding resulting in a time consuming
machining process.
Several authors recommend that constant force be used in PCD grinding [4-9] and in
some research PCD is ground using only constant force [10-16]. Nevertheless, most
conventional machining operations are carried out using constant feed rate and in
many publications [17-24] PCD compacts are also ground using constant feed. Since a
conventional grinding machine was used in this thesis all the experiments were carried
out using constant feed. However, many of the conclusions are applicable to constant
force and constant feed grinding.
PCD blanks can also be machined by other techniques such as electro discharge
machining (EDM) [12, 18, 24-26] which is the most popular PCD cutting technology
[27], wire electrical discharge machining (WEDM) [28-30], electrical discharge grinding
(EDG) [11, 31, 32], laser cutting method [10, 33, 34] and high pressure abrasive water
jet (HPAWJ) [27]. The two latter technologies have not been used extensively because
of the higher cost and higher machining technology [27]. Undoubtedly, each technique
has its own advantages and disadvantages. However, the simple nature of conventional
2

grinding encourages much of the industry to use this method as a convenient process
for machining PCD. The research done by Tso and Liu [9, 24] confirms that grinding
is the most successful way to make high quality diamond tools with the proper
working parameters.
In this thesis, the possibility of grinding PCD using a conventional grinding machine is
examined. The research also exploits previous work performed by Simpson [35] to
develop force estimation and control schemes. The aim of the investigations presented
here is to indicate the relationships between the machining parameters and the
quantitative grinding results and thereby supply the basis for optimization of PCD
grinding.
In this chapter a literature review of work relevant to this thesis and a review of other
research work in the area of PCD grinding is given. In particular, key aspects of the
grinding process investigated in this research are described in the following sections. In
Section 1.2 the general information about polycrystalline diamond and its application is
given. The properties of polycrystalline diamond compared to other cutting tool
materials are discussed in Section 1.2.1.
The detailed mechanism of grinding including the wear mechanism and specifications
of a PCD grinding machine are given in Section 1.3. Section 1.3.1 reviews the
mechanism of material removal and wear modes in PCD grinding. In particular the
relationship between grinding forces and the grinding process are discussed. Section
1.3.2 describes the diamond grinding wheels and their characteristics in PCD grinding.
The wheel conditioning processes including truing and dressing procedures are
discussed in Section 1.4. The conventional truing and dressing methods are described
in Section 1.4 and also some unconventional truing and dressing methods are given.
Section 1.5 reviews the PCD machining methods other than conventional grinding. In
Section 1.6 the specific PCD grinding machines in the market are mentioned. The
grinding wheel wear and the effect of truing and dressing on the wheel life are
discussed in Section 1.7. The edge quality is reviewed in Section 1.8 as an important
issue in PCD tool grinding. The objectives and significance of this research are given in
Section 1.9 and the thesis chapters are outlined in Section 1.10.
3

1.2. Polycrystalline Diamond

Following the introduction of synthetic diamond grit in 1950s [36], polycrystalline
diamond was first developed in 1970s [19, 36, 37]. Until the late 1980s, the only
commercial diamond products available for manufacture of edge defined cutting tools
were the synthetic diamond grit and polycrystalline diamond [36]. PCD consists of
compacted sintered diamond and cobalt randomly distributed with approximately 0.5
or 0.7mm thickness supported on a carbide substrate serving as a damper [9]. When a
single grain breaks, the surrounding grains prevent the further growth of fractures
through the material and this makes PCD an extremely hard, strong and tough material
[4-6]. Depending on the grain size of the starting material, the resultant compact is
about 85% diamond, with the balance cobalt [38]. PCD is an isotropic material without
preferential cutting planes [4-6].
PCD compacts are produced under a specific high-pressure (about 6GPa [30]) and
high-temperature (approx. 1500 o C [30]) process. The combination of abrasion
resistance of diamond and carbide’s strength “produces a cutting tool material that
achieves a tremendous increase in machining performance” [21]. On account of high
wear resistance of PCD and its durability (10-20 times longer than tungsten carbide
[9]), the demand for PCD in tool making has increased since its introduction to the
market in the 1970s.
PCD cutting tools can be found with different grades according to the size of the
diamond crystals used in producing PCD blanks.
PCD was first used for turning and milling operations [12]. PCD cutting tools are used
in machining nonferrous metals (such as aluminium, copper, magnesium and their
alloys [3, 10, 39], brass, bronze, zinc and sintered tungsten carbide [38, 39]) and nonmetallic materials (such as, wood based materials, ceramics and polymers). “The
presence of iron (in ferrous materials), cobalt or nickel in work piece alloys causes a
thermo-chemical reaction with PCD” [10]. This reaction causes the diamond to wear
rapidly and as a result, makes PCD unsuitable for machining these materials [10, 36].
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PCD grinding technology is used in various industries such as automotive industry (for
machining pistons, engine blocks, brake cylinders and transmission cases) [30],
aerospace industry (for machining engine components) [30], manufacturing industry
(for producing aluminium mirrors [36], machining hyper-eutectic aluminium-silicon
alloys [10, 19, 37, 38], machining glass-reinforced plastic [3-6, 10, 12, 19, 21, 29, 37, 38]
and metal matrix composites (MMCs) [36]), polymer and woodworking industry (for
machining chipboards [4-6, 10, 37], particle boards [12, 30], fibreboards and composite
materials [19, 30]), jewellery industry (for flycutting and engraving) [30] and textile
industry (for machining water jet cutting nozzles) [30]. PCD can even be used in
dressing of corundum wheels as a substitute for mined diamond dressing [40].
As Cassidy [19] states, the PCD cutting tools fabrication includes three or four
processing steps; wire EDM machining of PCD blanks (to be discussed later) to
achieve the desired shape, mounting by means of brazing the PCD insert onto a
carbide shank and finally grinding the edges of PCD inserts. Figure 1.2.1 illustrates a
typical PCD work piece.

Figure 1.2.1 PCD work piece

1.2.1. Properties of PCD

A layer of PCD has about the same hardness as diamond monocrystals. Due to the
diamond’s superior hardness, wear resistance and low coefficient of friction, high
quality and efficient production can be attained [9]. The physical characteristics of
PCD make it a good competitor with cemented carbides and ceramic cutting materials.
The properties of PCD among different cutting tool materials with respect to their
5

wear resistance and fracture toughness are shown in Figure 1.2.2. Wear resistance and
fracture toughness are the two indicators of tool life and resistance against cutting
forces, respectively. As shown in Figure 1.2.2, an ideal material that has a long tool life
and withstands high cutting forces occupies the top right hand corner of the graph. It
is not possible to have both properties at the same time since as one of them increases
the other one decreases. For example, high-speed steel wears quickly but withstands
high cutting forces while ceramics “tend not to be very tough” [36].

Please see print copy or Figure 1.2.2

Figure 1.2.2 Properties of cutting tool materials [36]

The cutting tool materials abbreviations used in Figure 1.2.2 stand for polycrystalline
diamond PCD, chemical vapour deposited (low pressure) polycrystalline diamond
shown as CVD diamond or PCVD diamond, polycrystalline cubic boron nitride
PcBN, cemented tungsten carbide WC and high-speed steel HSS. CVD diamond
includes two types of products. One is a polycrystalline diamond coated by chemical
vapour deposition, referred to as “thin film” and the other one is brazeable and often
referred to as “thick film” [36]. PcBN, the other ultra-hard polycrystalline tool material,
was introduced to the market in the late 1970s soon after production of PCD [36, 38].
It is superior to PCD because of its ability for machining hard ferrous materials. PCD
or PCBN tools can be reground between two and six times [41]. In fact, according to
Oderbolz without regrinding, PCD and PCBN tools are in most applications not cost
effective [41].
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According to Figure 1.2.2, PCD lies almost in the middle of the graph. At temperatures
below 700 o C , PCD tends to be wear-resistant while over this value the wearresistance reduces, significantly. The reason is the presence of cobalt, which results in
conversion of diamond back to graphite at lower temperature [36]. However, it is
unrealistic to approach this temperature either in tool fabrication or in its usage [36].
The high wear resistance of PCD tends to result in high wear of the equipment made
to machine it. PCD is also tough enough for relatively high impact operations such as
milling and other interrupted cutting operations [36].

Please see print copy for Figure 1.2.3

Figure 1.2.3 Thermal conductivity of cutting tool materials
[36]

Figure 1.2.3 shows the other important property of cutting tool materials. Thermal
conductivity affects the “machining efficiency” and “tool stability”. A thermal
conductive tool has a longer life since the heat produced during machining can be
transferred from the tool tip into the tool body. As shown in Figure 1.2.3, diamond
products possess a satisfactory thermal conductivity compared to the other tool
materials. However, the purity, structure and orientation of the diamond alter its
thermal conductivity [36]. PCD has the lowest thermal conductivity among the
diamond tool materials due to its intrinsic structure and, in the case of synthesised
PCD, the presence of solvent/catalyst metal [36].
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Figure 1.2.4 shows the fabrication and performance properties of some cutting tool
materials. Among the existing cutting tools, PCD possesses satisfactory properties
except in the case of corrosion resistance.

Please see print copy for Figure 1.2.4

Figure 1.2.4 Tool fabrication and performance properties
[36]

1.3. Grinding Process and Wear Mechanisms

According to Shaw [42] “grinding is performed by refractory abrasive particles of
relatively uncontrolled geometry, producing many small chips at very high speed”. The
grinding process can be divided into these categories; stock removal grinding (SRG)
and form and finish grinding (FFG) [42]. In SRG the amount of material removed is
the important objective other than the surface quality. While, in FFG the surface finish
and quality is a major concern. In this thesis, the basic knowledge and fundamentals of
metal grinding are also used but adapted for the grinding of PCD compacts.
The grinding machine used in grinding of PCD has to meet specific requirements [4-8,
11, 14, 17, 20-22, 41, 43]. To achieve an efficient grinding process and higher material
removal, the requirements can be listed as below:
•

High rigidity of the grinding machine i.e. dynamic and static stability

•

High power drive

•

High accuracy of wheel spindle
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•

Centring device with high precision

•

High performance grinding wheel

Instead of using an expensive grinding machine specifically designed for PCD-uses,
which meets all the above requirements the capability of a conventional grinding
machine has been studied in the research presented in this thesis.

Please see print copy for Figure 1.3.1

Figure 1.3.1 Structural relationship between input and
output values in PCD grinding [8, 15, 16]

The grinding process is affected by the variables shown in Figure 1.3.1. These provide
information on the grinding results and efficiency of process control. More details are
discussed in [8, 15, 16].
The grinding process can be monitored by online measurement of the grinding forces
and/or drive power. Figure 1.3.2 shows the cutting force components and the
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kinematics involved in the grinding process. During grinding, the wheel is pressed
against the work piece with a contact force FA [5, 6, 8]. Due to the hardness of PCD
compacts and the diamond grits of grinding wheels [9], which are in contact with each
other during grinding, it is often recommended to grind PCD using a constant contact
force instead of constant feed [4-9]. When the wheel blunts if the in-feed rate is too
high, macro cracks occur on the friction partners. Furthermore, improper selection of
grinding parameters may lead to excessive temperature resulting in degradation of
diamond quality [9, 23]. Grinding with constant load tends to prevent these situations
from occurring. However, careful choice of in-feed can also help to prevent these from
occurring. Strategies for optimising the in-feed are presented in this thesis.

Please see print copy for Figure 1.3.2

Figure 1.3.2 Kinematics and forces in grinding PCD [4-6]

The adjustable contact force FA is responsible for the normal cutting force component
FN [5, 6, 8]. To avoid uneven wear of the grinding wheel during grinding, the grinding
wheel or the work piece oscillates. This movement generates the third component with
variable direction and magnitude [4-6, 8]. If the direction of oscillation is aligned with
the radius of the wheel, the third component will be named the radial force FR. The
rotation of the grinding wheel at a peripheral speed VC results in the tangential force
component FT [4-6, 8].
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During grinding, if the contact load goes over a certain value the in-feed will stop until
the load is decreased to the limiting value. If the contact force does not decrease in a
certain time, it means the diamond wheel is blunt and needs to be regenerated. In other
words, with a constant contact force, when the wheel is clogged to a certain degree, the
material removal stops and the friction partners (grinding wheel and work piece) keep
sliding against each other with constant normal force FN [4-6]. Now, if in this case,
constant feed is used the PCD work piece will remove the diamond layer resulting in
short wheel life and high grinding costs [4-6]. So, monitoring the contact force helps to
control the grinding process and to achieve effective PCD grinding [9].
The disadvantage of specific PCD grinding systems is their high cost in comparison
with a conventional grinding machine. On the other hand, a conventional grinding
machine is most likely to grind with constant feed rather than constant force.
Nevertheless, a conventional grinding machine can be a suitable choice as long as the
PCD grinding results are adequate.
The grinding profitability [8] and efficiency [9] can be evaluated by material removal
rate (MRR or QW) and the G-ratio. The former indicates how much PCD volume is
removed per unit of time and as a result provides information on the grinding time.
The G-ratio is the ratio of the volumetric material removed from the work piece to the
volumetric material removed from the grinding wheel. In PCD grinding the absolute
material removal rate and G-ratio are very low.
The normal force FN, has a significant effect on MRR and G-ratio of the grinding
wheel [4-6]. The normal and tangential grinding forces not only depend on the state of
sharpness of the wheel but also on the size of the grinding contact surface and the feed
rate, and therefore do not represent an absolute value for the sharpness of the abrasive
layer [44]. The ratio of the tangential force to the normal force is called the grinding
coefficient µ. If the relationship between FN and FT is established then the
dependencies of the size of the grinding contact zone and of the feed rate become
apparent. So, as Kramer [44] claims, the ratio of the grinding forces will be a “control
value by which the grinding wheel can be kept in an optimum state of sharpness”.
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In the research presented in this thesis PCD grinding is optimized among working
parameters such as the in-feed, oscillation rate, truing and dressing parameters in order
to achieve higher material removal rate and lower volumetric wheel wear. Furthermore,
the edge quality of the PCD work piece is studied considering in-feed, material removal
rate, grinding wheel type and grinding method.
1.3.1. Material Removal Mechanisms

In conventional grinding the cutting edges of the abrasive particles penetrate the work
piece on a very flat path [8]. As the angle between the work piece surface and the
cutting edge contour is very small due to the cutting edge rounding, initially no chip is
formed. “The material is only displaced sideways, forms mounds and flows under the
cutting edge” [8]. After this phase of elastic deformation and plastic flow, only if the
cutting edge has penetrated deep enough into the work piece, the actual chip formation
begins [8]. The number of grains in contact with the wheel will comprise the ultimate
material removal. Based on the physical condition of the grinding wheel, relative
movement between the friction partners and the type of intermediate medium, the
wear types are categorized [8]. Examples of these wear types can be rolling wear,
vibration wear, sliding wear and scoring wear (as illustrated in Figure 1.3.3). The energy
and material interactions between the individual elements of a wear system are called
wear mechanisms. The most important wear mechanisms are adhesion, abrasion,
tribochemical reaction and surface fracture [8].
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Please see print copy for Figure 1.3.3

Figure 1.3.3 Schematic representation of selected types of
wear [8]

In the case of PCD, the wear modes can be classified as shown in Figure 1.3.4.
It can be assumed that in PCD grinding, in the case of scoring wear and sliding wear,
the material is removed under constant contact force [8]. Based on Kenter’s [8]
research, removal by scoring wear is not applicable for PCD grades with greater
toughness. This type of wear is characterised by penetration of the diamond grit into
the PCD surface. When the wheel wears out, the wheel surface becomes flat and the
contact areas between the friction partners increase. In this phase the removal by
scoring wear changes into the removal by sliding wear. Sliding wear is characterised by
the “translatory relative movement of smooth surfaces, which are in frictional contact”.
Following that, abrasion, tribochemical reaction and surface fracture come into
consideration [8].
Under the repeated friction contact, the stressed material surface is deformed
excessively and the cracks form, which will result in the removal of small particles. The
crack distribution and the surface roughness of blank face indicate the effects of
grinding diamond tools [9].
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Please see print copy for Figure 1.3.4

Figure 1.3.4 Wear modes in PCD grinding, adapted from
[4]

In the presence of coolant, the friction condition between the abrasive layer of the
wheel and work piece is mixed friction. The real contact area between the wheel and
the work piece depends on the “roughness of the friction partners, the contact force
and the sliding speed” [8].
Werner and Kenter [4-6] studied the relation of normal force with MRR and G-ratio
under constant contact force. They found that in rough grinding as the normal force
increases more material will be removed from the PCD work piece and a removal rate
of 0.4-0.5mm3/min is obtainable, whereas fine grinding yields a removal rate of
0.05mm3/min (Figure 1.3.5). They also realized that at increasing normal force the
grinding ratio decreases, slightly (Figure 1.3.6).
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Please see print copy for Figure 1.3.5

Figure 1.3.5 Relationship between material removal rate
and normal force in PCD grinding using constant contact
force, adapted from [4]

Please see print copy for Figure 1.3.6

Figure 1.3.6 Relationship between G-ratio and normal
force in PCD grinding using constant contact force,
adapted from [4]
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Kenter [8] has studied the effect of cooling and cleaning of the wheel/work piece
contact zone on the operating results and explained the material removal mechanism
as a basis for optimisation of PCD tool grinding. His research was carried out under
constant contact force and can be summarised in Figure 1.3.7. The normal force FN
depends primarily on the contact force FA [8]. It is also clear how these input variables
affect the tangential force FT. In all the experiments Kenter [8] conducted, QW and Gratio had the same trend as FT. In other words, higher friction between the work piece
and the grinding wheel will result in higher material removal. Low wheel speeds, high
contact forces, large grinding wheel diameters with high diamond concentration and
the use of coolants with the least possible lubricating effect help to achieve higher
tangential force or in other words higher material removal rate [8]. However, the limit
of the rigidity of the machine limits the increase in contact force which leads to lower
MRR and G-ratio [8].

Please see print copy for figure 1.3.7

Figure 1.3.7 Qualitative relationships between grinding
parameters [8]
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Werner and Kenter [5, 6] also carried out numbers of experiments using metal bond
diamond cup wheels of varying grain size in grinding of different types of PCD in
terms of their grindability. They found that with fine-grained PCD (SYNDITE 002
grade) the highest cutting performance and MRR are achieved.
Studying the effect of PCD type on the PCD grinding parameters is beyond the scope
of this research. In this thesis a conventional grinding machine and a fine diamond
grinding wheel are used in order to investigate the behaviour of the grinding forces
considering in-feed, MRR, material type, contact area, condition of the grinding wheel
surface, oscillation rate and wheel wear.
1.3.2. Grinding Wheels

A grinding wheel is considered “a cutting tool with infinite cutting points” [45]. A
grinding wheel consists of abrasive particles, bond bridges and pores [42]. The bond
holds the abrasive particles together and the pores provide enough space for chips and
fluid. Depending on the grain or grit size graded from coarse to fine, or the mesh size,
which corresponds to the space between the grains, the cutting action varies. Due to
the PCD hardness only diamond wheels with grain size D46 or finer are used in
grinding of PCD [4-6]. For a certain operation the bond type depends on the “wheel
and work speeds, area of wheel in contact with the work, vibration in wheel spindle or
work, shape and weight of work and many other like variables” [45]. A common
choice of grinding wheel in conventional grinding of PCD is a diamond cup wheel.
There are several types of bonding materials used in grinding wheels. Superabrasive
grinding wheels are used with resin, metal and vitreous bonding materials. Liu and Tso
[9] have done research on wheels with different specifications used in grinding
diamond tools. Their research investigates bond type and wheel structure (including
the grit size and mesh size). The grinding process can be characterized according to the
diamond grinding wheels used in the grinding process.
Resin Bond

In this case, the grinding process is characterised by low grit retention forces, low
degree of grit protrusion and the abrasive grains being deeply embedded in the bond
[44]. High contact forces and temperatures in the contact zone will cause an
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interrupted self-sharpening effect [44]. Because of the resin softness, a resin bond
wheel makes the most severe deformation of the PCD tips so that they become a
convex curve rather than a plane surface [9]. Fewest edge cracks can be observed using
a resin bond wheel and the most prone to cracks is the metal bond wheel [9]. It takes
more time to grind PCD with a resin bond wheel (double the grinding time of metal
bond) [9].
Metal Bond

With a metal bond diamond wheel the lowest gap between cracks in cutting edge is
achieved [9]. In other words, using suitable grinding parameters, the metal bond wheels
will produce a superior finish and edge quality [27]. The metal bond wheel produces
the best surface roughness followed by the vitrified bond wheel. However, the worst
edge cracks belong to metal bond wheels [9]. In fact, metal bond wheels create the
most severe damage on the PCD edge. Metal and vitrified bonds have higher capacity
to hold the diamond grits during grinding. As a result, their G-ratios are about 20 times
higher than that of the resin bond. Because of the higher bonding strength of metal
compared with vitrified bond, a metal bond wheel needs longer grinding time [9] and it
has to be dressed more regularly [7].
Vitrified Bond

Vitrified bond wheels have a higher grit protrusion and a better self-sharpening effect.
The biggest advantage of using these wheels is the reduced temperature in the contact
zone due to the open-pored characteristics of the bond [7]. Considering the
characteristics about resin and metal bond wheels, Liu and Tso [9] found that vitrified
bond diamond wheels are the most suitable wheels for grinding PCD.
The grindability of PCD grade, the requirements on the tool edge quality and the
profitability indicate the specifications of the grinding wheel [8].
Werner and Kenter [4, 8] investigated the influence of the grinding wheel diameter on
the grinding process and the macroscopic wear. It was found that a larger grinding
wheel provides higher MRR and G-ratio [8]. Moreover, a small wheel has to be trued
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more often than the large one. In other words, because the large wheel wears more
evenly, dressing the wheel without truing can be sufficient for the respective grinding
process [4].
Although there are publications [46-50] dedicated to monitoring grinding wheel
conditions prior and after grinding, in the research presented in this thesis the PCD
grinding parameters are controlled in order to achieve a higher MRR and lower rates of
wheel wear with satisfactory edge quality.
In the research presented in this thesis both metal and vitrified bond diamond grinding
wheels are used. The majority of the experiments are carried out using a metal bond
cup wheel though it is expected that the general conclusions drawn from the research
will remain similar irrespective of the bond. Detailed information about the optimal
diamond wheels for grinding diamond tools is discussed in [9, 13, 16, 21, 22, 24, 51].
1.4. Truing and Dressing

The grinding wheel needs to be prepared before and after the grinding process by
truing and dressing. Due to the microscopic and macroscopic wear occurring at the
grinding wheel surface (including the bond and the diamond grains) the original wheel
contour changes to a concave or convex shape. To avoid this geometric error the
grinding wheel needs to be trued. Truing removes the material from the surface of the
wheel so that the grinding wheel face will “run true” [45] at grinding speed. In contrast,
dressing removes the dull abrasive grains from the glazed cutting face so that new
sharp grain edges are formed.
In a conventional truing method, a silicon carbide wheel and brake-type truing device
can be used, while for dressing, a medium hardness aluminium oxide dressing stick is
recommended. To optimize the wheel flatness and eliminate the risk of over dressing
the wheel or chipping tools, the size of the particles of the dressing stick should be the
same as the mesh of the grinding wheel [7]. The abrasive and the bond type of the
grinding wheel are the most important criteria for deciding the type of truing and
dressing to use [17].
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Cutting efficiency is an important feature of a grinding wheel, which is often described
as wheel sharpness [52]. According to Chen [52], a sharp grinding wheel should
provide high material removal rate, low grinding force and low energy consumption,
small residual stock and high size accuracy, low grinding temperature, and good surface
integrity. Usually, after a grinding time of less than 30s, the grinding wheel wears out
and its abrasive surface becomes glazed and material removal stops. In this phase, if
constant normal force is used, work piece and grinding wheel rub against each other at
a constant contact force. So, dressing of the grinding wheel becomes necessary. In
grinding PCD, the main purpose of dressing is to remove the bond in order to free
new diamond grains and create enough space between the grains for cutting fluid and
chips [4-6].
As Shaw [42] has stated, in stock removal grinding (SRG), due to the high stock
removal the grinding wheel wears more quickly and so dressing the wheel surface
periodically is not necessary. In the case of form and finish grinding (FFG), to provide
a sharp cutting edge having a sharp wheel becomes essential. So, the grinding wheel
needs to be dressed periodically. Figure 1.4.1 illustrates the process of conventional
truing and dressing.
Shaw [42] has also stated that some of the reasons for redressing include,
•

Excessive forces or power

•

Poor surface integrity

•

Inadequate dimensional accuracy due to the excessive temperature or wear

•

Instability, leading to waviness
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Please see print copy for Figure 1.4.1

Figure 1.4.1 Conventional truing and dressing process [53]
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Before truing or dressing the machine has to be run long enough to attain normal
temperature in the bearings. Otherwise, the wheel may not be trued properly with the
spindle [45].
Usually, the grinding wheel needs to be dressed after less than 30s grinding [4-6, 8].
There are different surface parameters to measure and characterise the topography of
the grinding wheel surface. The peak to mean line height RP is one of those parameters
suitable for describing the space for chips due to bond wear. RP gives the best
information about the dressed condition [4-6].
It is important to use a suitable dressing procedure. If an inappropriate dressing
procedure is adapted, too many diamond grains will break out of the bond without
having removed the work piece material [4-6]. The dressing intervals should also be
selected such that a better grinding performance and reasonable wheel wear are
achieved [47]. Hence, dressing is an important aspect of PCD grinding and is included
in the research in this thesis.
1.4.1. Unconventional Truing and Dressing Methods

Other than the silicon carbide wheel and brake-type truing device, some other
unconventional preparation methods of grinding wheels can be used. These techniques
were not used in this thesis but for relevance are briefly discussed here. They include:
•

EDM (electrical discharge machining) is a non-contact method, which can be

used as a truing and dressing method [54, 55]. In EDM dressing no special
dressing equipment is required. The dressing can be conducted on grinding
machines and the power source of conventional EDM machines can be
chosen. Dressing with this method is easily changed to in-process dressing.
The wheel is dressed directly on the spindle of the grinding machine, so there
is no assembling error. The EDM dressing can even be used to true the
grinding wheels. [54]
•

ECM (electro chemical machining) can be used for dressing the wheel. It is

based on the anodic dissolution of the layer and hence results in higher grain
protrusion [56].
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•

ECDM (electro chemical discharge machining) also known as ECAM or

EEDM is a hybrid technology of EDM and ECM, which is used for truing and
dressing of metal bond diamond wheels in one step. EDM shapes the grinding
wheel and ECM dresses it [56].
•

ECD (electrochemical in-process controlled dressing) grinding is a method

with electrochemical in-process controlled sharpening which has been reported
to improve the G-ratio by 5 times when compared with conventional grinding
as well as reducing costs and increasing productivity [44, 57, 58]. It is based on
the electrochemical dissolving of the metal bond system. Due to the voltage
applied between the grinding wheel and the electrode, in the presence of the
coolant a current flows, which breaks down the metal bond system into the
ions and converts them into hydroxides and oxides. The grinding wheel bond
is dissolved and set back behind the tips of the grains, causing an optimum grit
protrusion to be established or abrasive grains that have become blunt to be
released from the bond. The sharpening speed is proportional to the speed at
which the metal bond is dissolved. [44, 57]
•

ELID (electrolytic in-process dressing) grinding is an effective method to

dress the grinding wheel during grinding. It is based on the electrolytic inprocess dressing of the grinding wheel during grinding. When the grinding
wheel is subject to loading and glazing, the wheel is dressed automatically using
electrolysis [47].
1.5. Other Methods of Machining PCD Blanks

Although the most suitable process for manufacturing good quality diamond tools is
grinding [9], machining PCD is not limited to grinding. Machining methods for PCD
blanks include:
•

EDM (electro discharge machining) [12, 18, 24-26] is the most popular PCD

cutting technology [27]. Although the diamond is not electrically conductive,
the presence of cobalt in PCD as solvent/catalyst provides enough
conductivity for EDM process [29]. In EDM, the material is removed by
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means of the erosive effect of electrical sparks between two electrodes. The
actual cutting tool is a precise electrical spark, which occurs typically 1000000
times per second. Each individual spark removes metal by creating a miniature
molten pool generated by intense heat present at the tip of the spark. The
Electrical Discharge Machining is a thermal-mechanical process: thermal heat
from the spark and imploding of the gas bubble [31]. It is claimed that the
surface integrity in grinding is better than that in EDM [24]. It is said that
EDM damages up to 0.05mm depth on the surface, so, grinding can be
combined with EDM to remove this damaged area [29].
•

WEDM (wire electrical discharge machining) [28-30] uses a wire of 0.05 to

0.025mm as a tool electrode and the dielectric (deionized water) is injected
into the gap. The advantages of WEDM are the low cost of the wire and the
non-contact nature of the process [30].
•

EDG (electrical discharge grinding) [11, 31, 32] uses an electrically conductive

wheel to erode the material from the work piece. The wheel, which is usually
made of a low grade graphite, is very porous and easy to machine. A steel tool
can be used to form the required profile into the wheel, and the wheel will
erode that profile into any conductive material [31].
•

Laser cutting method [10, 33, 34] can be used for PCD fabrication. This

method has the ability to start the cutting of the large diameter PCD discs
anywhere on the discs, which reduces the wastage and the cutting operation
takes less time [33].
•

HPAWJ (high pressure abrasive water jet) is one of the new methods used to

machine PCD [27].
Laser cutting method and HPAWJ have not been used extensively because of the
higher cost and higher machining technology [27]. Undoubtedly, each technique has
its own advantages and disadvantages. However, conventional grinding is relatively
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simpler to implement and this encourages the industry to use this method as a
convenient process for machining PCD compacts.
The reported research in this thesis does not include unconventional truing/dressing
methods and PCD machining operations other than grinding using a diamond
grinding wheel. However, the information about the other methods mentioned above
provides a general view for users interested in PCD machining and shows the
simplicity of using a conventional grinding machine and diamond grinding wheels.
1.6. Available Machines

The grinding machines in the market have been either developed particularly for
grinding PCD or modified for PCD grinding uses. The available grinding machines
include Ewag RS 10 [13, 14] developed in early eighties, Agathon 250-PA-CNC
machine [43] in mid eighties and Ewag RS 12 [11] in the nineties. Modern PCD
grinding machines include Dia-Profile-CNC, M-1050-Automatic (PCD automatic
grinding machine), PCD 300 with tool head all three developed by LACH, M-4040CNC (PCD universal grinding machine), SR-9000-CNC (PCD grinding machine for
top grinding), Profil-CUT-8000-CNC (an EDM wire erosion machine by LACH),
WCD 55 HELLIX, RS-09 for PCD precision grinding, RS-15, COBORN RG6FE,
COBORN RG6 CNC grinding machine and RG 5A PCD grinding machine [39].
These publications [11, 13, 14, 39, 43] present detailed information in order to
compare the specifications of a particular PCD grinding machine with an ordinary
grinding machine designed for non-PCD uses. Each of these machines has its own
facilities and advantages.
1.7. Wheel Life

Due to the high wheel wear rates detecting wheel wear is particularly important in
PCD grinding. In FFG, depending on how often the wheel needs to be dressed the
wheel life changes [42]. In SRG, the wheel life is measured based on the grinding ratio
(G = “volume ground away/volume of wheel consumed” [42]). Due to the hardness
of PCD and high wear resistance, more material is removed from the grinding wheel
than from the PCD work piece when grinding PCD. Depending on the machining
operation, the volume of the grinding wheel wear is generally 50 to 200 times the
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volumetric material removed from the work piece. In other words, it is usually found
that the G-ratio is less than 1 (approx. 0.005 to 0.02 or even less). So, one of the major
concerns in PCD grinding is how to minimize the macroscopic and microscopic wheel
wear.
The wheel wear includes wear flats on abrasive particles, attritious wear, microchipping
and loss of entire grits due to bond fracture [42]. The wear of individual abrasive
particles involves rubbing without chip formation, which emphasises attritious wear,
and chip formation, which gives greater emphasise to microchipping [42].
For a PCD grinding system it is important to determine when to true and/or dress the
diamond grinding wheel. The truing and dressing operations affect the wheel wear and
the wheel wear affects the grinding process and wheel life to a large extent. So, research
has been conducted and reported in this thesis covering these aspects of PCD
grinding.
1.8. Edge Quality

The quality of PCD cutting edge is an important indicator of a successful PCD
grinding operation. The small range of in-feed (a few microns) in PCD grinding makes
the process of studying the quality of the contact zone difficult. The material removal
mechanism can be monitored on the basis of tribological relationships and scanning
electron microscopes (SEM) [8]. The chief quality features are the geometrical accuracy
and evenness or serration of the ground PCD cutting edge [8]. Typically the edge
quality is examined using a microscope with 10-50x [8, 15, 16, 21, 41, 59] magnification
and if no chipping is visible the quality is acceptable. The edge quality of PCD insert
has a critical effect in the performance and life of the tool and as a result the overall
cost of the PCD tool and so the cost of the cutting operation are both affected [19].
Many authors [8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 19, 24] state that the diamond grit size on the wheel
affects the ultimate edge quality. In fact, smaller cutting edge serration is achieved with
finer grit, but in a longer grinding time. On the other hand, a coarser wheel removes
more material from the PCD in a shorter time. So, to have a better edge quality it is
suggested that the MRR and G-ratio are set to a lower value. According to Kenter [8,
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15] the PCD grade also affects the edge quality. The finer initial grain size results in
smaller serrations.
Cassidy [20] has examined the input variables such as the grinding wheel speed, in-feed
rate and oscillation frequency on the resulting edge quality of PCD tools.
Kenter [8, 15] also claims that “shorter wheel sharpening times with low sharpening
pressures at the end of the grinding process, and longer spark-out times” improve the
edge quality.
To avoid unsatisfactory cutting edges in all PCD grinding operations measures of the
grinding parameters, which improve the edge quality are necessary.
1.9. Thesis Objectives

From the literature review above it has been shown that there are considerable
advantages in using PCD cutting tools. Many researchers have worked on different
aspects of PCD grinding and its applications. However, there are still unknowns about
the process of grinding PCD that need further investigation. The majority of the
research presented in this thesis covers detailed information about the grinding forces,
range of in-feed, material removal rate (MRR), truing and dressing processes, wheel
wear and the edge quality using a conventional grinding machine designed for nonPCD uses.
As discussed in the literature there has been much research on several aspects of PCD
and the related machining operations including:
•

PCD applications,

•

PCD grinding methods,

•

Specific PCD grinding machines in the market,

•

Grinding force analysis,

•

Material removal analysis,
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•

Optimization of the diamond grinding wheels including the bond type and grit
size,

•

Grindability of different kinds of PCD compacts,

•

Truing procedure of diamond grinding wheels,

•

Dressing procedure of diamond grinding wheels,

•

Wheel condition monitoring, including the study of grinding wheel wear,

•

PCD grinding optimization,

•

Influence of temperature in PCD grinding,

•

Optimization of the PCD grinding process,

From the literature review it is concluded that due to the high number of variables
affecting the PCD grinding process, optimization is usually dependent on the particular
conditions used for testing, and therefore for each new material or application new
studies are necessary. Regardless of all the studies undertaken in the literature review,
there are a few aspects that still need to be addressed.
From the literature review it was shown that due to the special characteristics of PCD,
grinding machines are modified or a specific grinding system is designed in order to
meet the PCD grinding requirements. There is not much literature considering the
PCD grinding capability of a conventional grinding machine designed for non-PCD
uses. So, one of the objectives of this thesis is to investigate grinding of PCD using a
conventional grinding machine.
As discussed in the literature it is recommended to grind PCD using a constant contact
force. However, because of the limitations of a conventional grinding machine it is
most likely that such a machine will use a constant feed. So, another aspect of this
research takes into consideration the optimization of the grinding parameters using a
constant in-feed.
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There are considerable advantages in measuring the grinding forces and the removed
material from the work piece and the grinding wheel. The related objectives are to
quantify the relation of grinding forces, in-feed, material removal rate, grinding wheel
wear, truing, dressing, spindle speed, oscillation rate, grinding operation and edge
quality. None of the available publications has studied the variation of all of these
parameters using constant feed.
Some other researchers have controlled a few grinding parameters, but often have
ignored other PCD grinding issues. So, another aspect of the work controls and
monitors as many parameters as possible in order to achieve a satisfactory material
removal rate, wheel wear and edge quality.
Due to the very high rates of wheel wear, frequent dressing is one of the most
important issues in grinding PCD as discussed in the literature. However, there is not
much literature discussing research on the truing and dressing procedures regarding the
PCD grinding application in particular. So, another major area of work addressed in
this thesis is to optimize the dressing process in PCD grinding. A dressing model that
accounts for wheel wear, productivity and cutting efficiency is therefore necessary.
The purpose of this research is to examine the parameters used during the grinding of
PCD work pieces as a superabrasive and to determine an optimum setting in order to
achieve a satisfactory quality of the PCD cutting edge, maximum productivity and
minimum rate of wheel wear. This research emphasizes the approach for optimising
the grinding process using polycrystalline diamond (PCD) abrasive. One novel aspect
of this research is to study the capability of a conventional grinding machine designed
for non-PCD uses. Outcomes of this thesis will include analysing and evaluating the
PCD grinding process using a conventional grinding machine, and then developing
and expanding the method or the results to other PCD grinding applications.
Detailed analysis of cost is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, many of the
topics in these investigations will provide useful information to users wishing to make
their tradeoffs.
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1.10. Thesis Outline

The experimental equipment used in this thesis is described in Chapter 2 . Two
experimental rigs were used in the experimental work. The first was a 3-axis surface
grinding machine and is referred to as the “grinding machine” in the rest of the
chapters except in Chapter 6 where it is referred to as “Machine 1”. Two axes of the
grinding machine were automated. The grinding machine was equipped with a 3-axis
force sensor and a truing setup. The ordinary surface grinding wheel designed for
metal uses was replaced with a diamond cup wheel. The second test rig was a very rigid
2-axis machine with variable spindle speeds used for manual tool machining operations
and will be referred to as “Machine 2”. No force sensor was installed on Machine 2.
The mathematical description of the grinding forces developed in this chapter is used
in the grinding force analyses of Chapter 3 , Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 .
The forces produced during grinding are investigated in Chapter 3 . The grinding
parameters are optimized in Chapter 3 taking into account the grinding forces. The
relation between the maximum grinding forces and several process variables including
in-feed, contact zone, material removal rate MRR and the oscillation rate are developed
in Chapter 3 . The obtained results are used in the subsequent chapters.
Chapter 4 studies the effect of the abrasive layer condition of the grinding wheel on
the PCD grinding results. In this chapter the grinding wheel is prepared in different
ways. Then the truing/dressing influences are investigated with respect to the grinding
forces. The obtained results reflect the importance of truing and dressing procedures.
Several aspects of dressing operation are taken into consideration including when and
for how long the wheel needs to be dressed. The dressing process is compared for two
types of material. In Chapter 4 the dressing process is optimized considering some of
the process parameters.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the wheel wear study. The grinding wheel wear is considered
as a recognized problem and limitation in the grinding of PCD compacts. The
behaviour of the grinding wheel as it wears out is considered in Chapter 5 . The
grinding parameters are optimised in order to achieve the minimum material removed
from the grinding wheel. The relation between the in-feed and the rate of material
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removed from the grinding wheel is studied regarding the material removal rate. The
dressing method and its effect are investigated in particular. Chapter 5 compares and
quantifies the volumetric wheel wear rate (VWWR) for two types of material (PCD
and cemented carbide) having different hardness.
The quality of the PCD cutting edges is investigated in Chapter 6 . An optical
microscope was used in order to analyse the ground cutting edge of the PCD compact.
The grinding parameters discussed and optimized in the three previous chapters are
optimized considering the edge quality of the PCD work piece. Two machining
operations and two different diamond grinding wheels discussed in Chapter 2 are
tested in Chapter 6 and their related results are analysed.
The conclusions of the work developed in this thesis are given and discussed in
Chapter 7 . The PCD grinding optimization results are intended to maximize the
material removal rate and edge quality and minimize the rate of material removed from
the grinding wheel while satisfying the system constraints including grinding forces, infeed, wheel wear, dressing process. The advantages and possible applications of such a
grinding system are pointed out as well as the limitations of the current work.
Suggestions for future work studies are also presented in Chapter 7 .
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CHAPTER 2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1. Introduction

A conventional grinding machine was used in this research for the experiments
undertaken in Chapters 3-6. However, this research does not focus on grinding alone
but also includes the dressing and truing of the grinding wheel. The details of
experimental equipment used in this thesis are described in this chapter.
A digital signal processor (DSP) controls the grinding machine. The DSP output
voltage, which is also the servo drive input voltage, is considered a motor torque value
multiplied by a scaling factor. “The DSP gives a flexible and easy to program system
that allows a variety of control and signal processing strategies to be implemented”
[35]. The grinding machine uses AC servomotors in current control mode and the
output voltage of the DSP is a torque command input to the servomotor.
In Section 2.2 the grinding machine system is discussed. The details of the
modifications made to the grinding machine and the physical arrangement of the
grinding machine are described. The PCD samples and the grinding wheels used are
illustrated and detailed. The grinding wheel preparation methods including truing and
dressing are explained and configured in Subsections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, respectively. The
material removal measurements from the work piece and the grinding wheel are
described in Subsection 2.2.4. Data acquisition and control procedures are discussed in
Section 2.3. a flow chart of the software process is also shown in that section.
Following that, the grinding forces are described in Section 2.4. Finally, the
experimental arrangement is summarised in Section 2.5.
2.2. Grinding Machine

The grinding machine used in this thesis was originally a manual surface-grinding
machine with three axes. The spindle motor has nameplate ratings; 1.1kW rated power,
380Volts rated voltage, 2.5Amps rated current and 2840rpm rated speed. Two of the
axes of the grinding machine were automated by modifying the system with AC servo
drives and retrofitting the motors. To measure the grinding forces produced during
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grinding, force sensors were also installed. The grinding machine had an air extraction
and coolant circulation system. So, the grinding condition was wet. The grinding
machine was also equipped with a truing device mounted on the main table. Figure
2.2.1 shows a photo of the grinding machine.

Figure 2.2.1 Grinding machine setup

The three axes of the grinding machine are denoted as X, Y and Z. The X-axis moves
the main table where the work piece is mounted on. The Y-axis moves the same table
in a plane at 90 degrees to the X-axis motion. The Y-axis is the only axis that is moved
manually. The Z-axis is used to lower the grinding wheel into an appropriate position
to the work piece and the truing wheel. The grinding wheel spindle is attached on the
Z-axis. Directions of motion of these 3 axes are perpendicular to each other. Figure
2.2.2 shows the axes orientation of the grinding machine.
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Z

Y
X

Figure 2.2.2 Axes orientation of the grinding machine

The grinding machine has been previously used for plunge grinding where the grinding
wheel and the work piece motion has been in the same plane. In other words, in
plunge grinding the X-axis moves but the Y-axis does not. However, in this research
the grinding machine was used for face grinding because of different grinding
conditions including the grinding wheel type and work piece material. Usually the
grinding wheels used in grinding PCD are different types of cup wheels. Thus, the two
grinding wheels used in this thesis were both cup wheels. The Y-axis was used to give
in-feed and at the end of each experiment it was rewound. The original accuracy of the
Y-axis was ± 20 microns, and to increase the accuracy of the Y-axis in order to give
smaller in-feeds, a dial indicator with ± 10 microns accuracy was positioned under the
Y-axis rail using a magnetic holder, so the in-feed could be adjusted according to the
dial indicator (Figure 2.2.3). The X-axis provides oscillations to avoid uneven wear of
the grinding wheel.
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Figure 2.2.3 Giving in-feed in Y-direction using a dial indicator

The in-feed was calibrated using a piece of paper. Firstly, a paper was held between the
grinding wheel and the work piece. Then, the Y-axis was wound until the work piece
and the wheel held the paper and the indicator was set to zero. Figure 2.2.4 shows the
configurations of the machine for grinding.
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Figure 2.2.4 Top view of the grinding system

The X-axis mechanism of the original machine was replaced with a linear ball screw.
The screw arrangements of the other 2 axes were not changed.
The servomotors on X and Z-axes are identical permanent magnet brushless
servomotors. Resolvers installed on the motor shafts record the position data to be
used in the control loop.
To measure the grinding forces produced during the grinding process, a three-axis
piezoelectric force sensor was also installed between the work piece and the mounting
table. Each axis of the force sensor allows the measuring of the forces applied to the
work piece in X, Y and Z directions, which can be combined as tangential and normal
forces. The force sensor has a zeroing button on the DSP board to ensure that all
force readings were set to zero before grinding started.
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Figure 2.2.5 The second grinding machine used to grind
PCD

Another machine shown in Figure 2.2.5 was also used in this research to grind PCD.
The results of the experiments using this machine are presented in Chapter 6 where it
is referred to as Machine 2. This machine is model MASCOT 1600 80-gap, which is a
very rigid 2-axis lathe with minor fittings added to allow grinding. This machine weighs
2430kg and has a motor power of 9.3kW. It has variable spindle speeds in the range of
20-1600rpm and a different system of holding the work piece during grinding. The
significant differences between the 2 grinding machines are due to the different axes,
stiffness, power rating, spindle speeds and work piece holder. Figure 2.2.6 shows the
minor fittings of the second grinding machine.
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Figure 2.2.6 Top view of the second grinding machine
setup

2.2.1. PCD Samples and Grinding Wheels

Figure 2.2.7 and Figure 2.2.8 show the PCD blanks and the grinding wheels used in
this research. The grinding wheels were both supplied by Cape Diamond Products Ltd.
The model of the metal bond wheel was C0324001-D22/36 and the vitrified bond was
VIT Q10822-D16 3004/2 8.0.
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Figure 2.2.7 PCD samples

Most of the experiments were conducted using the wheel with metal bond cup wheel.
The other wheel was mainly used to study the edge quality. The first wheel is a fine
metal bond grinding wheel and the second wheel is a coarser vitrified one. They were
both 150mm in diameter. The first one had 10mm rim width and the second one
20mm. Figure 2.2.8 shows the two diamond grinding wheels used in this thesis.

(1)

(2)

Figure 2.2.8 Grinding wheels (1) Metal bond (2) Vitrified
bond

2.2.2. Truing

As discussed in Chapter 1 , the grinding wheel needs to be trued frequently to maintain
the wheel topography. The grinding wheel attached to the Z-axis is lowered to a certain
point and the truing wheel is positioned perpendicular to the grinding wheel as shown
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in the top photograph of Figure 2.2.9. The truing occurs in the X-direction and
depending on the rim width of the truing wheel and the grinding wheel, the truing
wheel oscillates until the whole rim is trued and the desired contour is achieved. In
order to have an even abrasive surface, enough of the grinding wheel has to be
removed.
The spindle speed of the truing wheel was 3000rpm and it was 150mm in diameter (the
same size as the grinding wheel). Figure 2.2.9 shows a photograph of the truing device
beside the grinding wheel.

Figure 2.2.9 Truing device

Figure 2.2.10 shows how the truing wheel oscillates at vd and removes material from
the grinding wheel. The truing travel and the direction of in-feed are both pointed out
in Figure 2.2.10. The truing in-feed is given in the same direction as grinding in-feed.
To avoid uneven wear of the truing wheel during truing, the truing wheel was
frequently taken out and screwed to the other side.
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Figure 2.2.10 Truing configuration

2.2.3. Dressing

In order to achieve an effective cutting process the grinding wheel needs to be dressed
regularly. Different dressing methods can be used to open the grinding wheel surface.
In the experiments conducted in this research an aluminium oxide dressing stick was
used (Figure 2.2.11). It is very important to dress the grinding wheel with a wet stick
and the stick was kept wet in the coolant tank. It was pressed against the wheel as the
wheel was rotating. The pressure has to be sufficient to melt the stick and open the
grinding surface.
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Figure 2.2.11 Aluminium oxide dressing stick

The dressing configuration is illustrated in Figure 2.2.12. The dressing in-feed should
be given in a way that the entire grinding surface is covered. After dressing the grinding
wheel is sharp and no longer glazed, which can be verified by touching the surface and
by visual inspection.

Figure 2.2.12 Dressing configuration

2.2.4. Micrometer

To measure the amount of material removed from the grinding wheel and the work
piece, three micrometres were used (Figure 2.2.13 and Figure 2.2.14).
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Figure 2.2.13 Manual micrometres

Figure 2.2.14 Optical microscope and the electronic
micrometre

The depth of the material removed from the work piece was measured using a manual
micrometre with ± 1 or ± 2 microns accuracy (shown in Figure 2.2.15). To measure
the actual depth of removed material from the wok piece, a more precise measurement
was undertaken. For error measurement an electronic micrometer connected to an
optical microscope was used.
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Figure 2.2.15 Material removal measurements

Table 2.1 shows the percentage error in the related measurements. To arrange this
table, 5 samples were measured. Obviously the error is not significant and means that
the manual measurements were reliable.
Table 2.1 Measurement error using the micrometre

Manual Micrometer

Electronic Micrometer

Error %

(mm)

(mm)

12.6095

12.6035

0.048

12.6445

12.6475

0.024

12.651

12.6505

0.0040

12.6565

12.6625

0.047

12.2035

12.1945

0.074

The depth of removed material from the grinding wheel was also measured using
another micrometer within 5 microns accuracy (shown in Figure 2.2.15). The reason
for using the micrometer with larger jaw (as shown in Figure 2.2.13) was that the
micrometre with smaller jaw did not fit the grinding wheel width. The wheel width was
measured twice at 4 different points of the wheel and the average was taken.
2.3. Data Collection and Control Procedure

The grinding machine DSP system was fitted with a 32-channel digital input/output
board PC/32DIO using an additional digital I/O board. Texas Instrument (TI)
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manufactures the DSP chip. All the DSP programs are written in C and are compiled
using the TI C compiler. The compiler is discussed in detail in [35, 60].

Please see print copy for Figure 2.3.1

Figure 2.3.1 DSP soft ware flow chart [35]

The TI C compiler takes the C code as an ASCII file, compiles it and produces an
executable file with a .out extension. The executable files can be run from the
MPCView program (a C source debugger) or from the dataxfer.exe program [35].
Once the C codes are compiled the programs can be run from the Windows98 DOS
prompt. The program resets the DSP, downloads and runs DSP code and transfers
data to and from the Dual Port RAM. The executable program dataxfer.exe downloads
DSP Code, reads the input data file input.txt and transfers to DSP and saves the
output data received from DSP in another text file data.txt. This output data file is then
analysed using Matlab (matrix laboratory). Matlab is a data-manipulation software
package that allows data to be analysed and visualized using existing functions and
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user-designed programs. A DOS program can be easily run from the Matlab
environment. Using a Matlab m-file the dataxfer.exe is run and “once the DSP
program has finished controlling a process (eg a machining operation) the recorded
data is then processed and displayed in Matlab” [35]. The software process flow chart
is shown in Figure 2.3.1.
A detailed description of position data and calibration procedure is given in [35].
2.4. Mathematical Description of the Grinding Forces

As previously discussed, there are three forces applied to the work piece during
grinding; normal force FN, tangential force FT and the third force produced due to the
oscillating motion named here as Fd. The forces read by force sensors are in three
directions other than the directions of FN, FT and Fd. The forces read by force sensors
are called FX, FY and FZ. Figure 2.4.1 shows the forces acting on the PCD work piece
during grinding. The revolving grinding wheel produces a force tangential to the wheel
circumference. Depending on the position of grinding wheel in contact with the work
piece the direction of FT changes.
Normally, FN and FT are of interest in the grinding process. In fact, the third force Fd is
too small (a few Newtons) to be analysed appropriately. As a result, in this research the
discussions are mainly around FT and specially FN. According to Figure 2.4.1 FN is in
the Y direction. In other words, the Y-axis of the force sensor is aligned with FN. Thus,
FY does not need to be changed. But, since FT has 2 components on X and Z-axes, FZ
needs to be written in terms of FT. To analyse the results of grinding experiments FY
and FZ are written as below,
 FZ = FT sin α

 FY = FN

(2.1)

So,
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FZ

 FT =
sin α

 FN = FY

(2.2)

As shown in Figure 2.4.1, α is an indicator of work piece location with respect to the
grinding wheel circumference. A Matlab code was written to compute the tangential
and normal forces based on the force sensor data.

Figure 2.4.1 Kinematics and forces in grinding of
Polycrystalline Diamond

2.5. Conclusions

The details of experimental equipment used in this thesis were described in this
chapter. The routines were similar to the industrial applications normally used. The
main parts of the electrical and mechanical circuits were explained. Different
equipment including the PCD sample, grinding wheel and analysing tools were
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introduced in this chapter. Truing and dressing conditions were also studied. Then it
was shown how the data is collected and analysed.
To transfer the force sensor results to the desired and practical forces, the grinding
forces were analysed and mathematically described. It was explained that the 3 grinding
forces FN, FT and Fd acting on the work piece could be written in the form of FX, FY
and FZ of the force sensors.
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CHAPTER 3 GRINDING AND FORCE ANALYSIS
3.1. Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1 the forces produced during grinding contain useful
information about the grinding process. This information gives a better understanding
of the whole process. The importance of these forces was well described in the
literature review of Chapter 1 and the details of experimental setup used in this
research were explained in Chapter 2 . In the following experiments described in this
chapter, a diamond grinding wheel was used to grind PCD and cemented carbide. The
aim of grinding cemented carbide in addition to PCD was to compare the results of
PCD grinding with typical grinding of cemented carbides. The grinding forces
generated during grinding will be analysed based on the data obtained using the force
sensor and the mathematical description of the grinding forces as explained in Section
2.4. The relation between the grinding forces and in-feed, material type, material
removal rate and oscillation rate will also be studied in this chapter.
The experiments undertaken in this chapter are explained in Section 3.2. A description
of the relation between in-feed and grinding forces is given in Section 3.3. In Section
3.4 different contact zones have been ground and the results are compared. Useful
information about the grinding process is available by studying the volumetric material
removed from the work piece. In Section 3.5 the material removal rate has been
measured for different in-feeds and different contact zones. To show the effect of
oscillation rate in the grinding process a number of experiments have been undertaken
in Section 0. Finally, Section 0 summarizes the results of the experiments presented in
this chapter.
3.2. Description of Experiments

The experimental setup used in this research was described in Chapter 2 . The details
of each procedure and where they were used were also explained. To improve
reliability, each experiment in this chapter was repeated many times with specific
settings. The work piece was ground using a constant oscillation rate and in-feed at
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each run, except in one experiment where the in-feed was varied during the
experiment. The settings used in the following experiments are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Experimental settings

In-feed

Oscillation Rate

[ µm ]

[mm/s]

10

6

20

6

30

6

40

6

50

6

100

6

20

3

40

3

20

10

40

10

The range of in-feeds was selected based on the physical characteristics of the grinding
machine. The oscillation rate or the X-axis velocity can be varied up to 100mm/s.
However, to avoid burning the work piece surface and the grinding wheel, due to the
PCD hardness, it is conservative to work under 10mm/s. The first 5 rows of Table 3.1
have also been repeated for the cemented carbide side of the work piece.
In Section 3.3, to study the relation between the grinding forces and in-feed the
following experiments were undertaken.
1. The grinding wheel was trued once at the commencement of the experiment in
accordance with commonly used industrial practice. The grinding wheel was
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trued for less than 2 minutes while the truing wheel was oscillating at 5mm/s.
Due to the lack of accuracy in the available grinding machine it is impossible to
use small truing in-feeds (about 2 microns) as recommended. Therefore, the
truing in-feed used was 5 microns. The in-feed was given 2-3 times during
truing wheel oscillation to make sure the desired grinding wheel topography is
achieved. The details of truing procedure were discussed in Section 2.2.2.
2. The grinding wheel was dressed using a wet dressing stick before each
experiment for about 25 seconds.
3. Then, just one in-feed as specified in Table 3.1, was given at each run.
4. The traverse speed was kept constant in each experiment.
5. Steps 2-4 were repeated but with the in-feed increased in steps of 10 µm up to
a maximum of 50 µm .
6. The results of these experiments are plotted together as shown in Figure 3.3.1
to Figure 3.3.2 and Figure 3.3.3 to Figure 3.3.5.
In those experiments where the work piece was moving along the X-axis, to use the
whole surface of the grinding wheel, the work piece has travelled about 20% of the
total contact area off the grinding wheel at each side. Note that the work piece was
always in contact with the grinding wheel.
To find out the best way of giving in-feed which affects the forces produced during
grinding, experiments related to Figure 3.3.6 and Figure 3.3.7 are conducted. In these
experiments the routine is the same as before except that the in-feeds were changed
during grinding.
Figure 3.4.1 is the result of grinding the work piece without moving it in the X
direction i.e. grinding on one spot. In these experiments different parts of the work
piece including cemented carbide part, PCD part and the section consisting of both
PCD and cemented carbide have been tested.
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The experiment as done in Figure 3.3.1 was repeated on the cemented carbide section
of the work piece to obtain the graphs in Figure 3.4.2 and Figure 3.4.3.
The graphs shown in Figure 3.5.1 and Figure 3.5.2 are the results of the same
experiments considered in Figure 3.3.1 and Figure 3.4.2 including the material removal
measurement after each experiment. In the experiments of section 3.5 a micrometer
was used to measure the depth of material removed in order to find out the volumetric
material removed from the work piece.
To obtain the graphs in Figure 3.6.1 the velocity was varied but kept constant at each
run. A certain in-feed of 20 µm was selected for each set of 3 experiments while
remaining constant for each test. The same set of experiments was repeated for
another in-feed of 40 µm . In other words, each point in these 2 figures corresponds to
the maximum grinding force in each experiment.
3.3. Grinding Forces and In-feed

As shown in Section 2.4 the force sensor data provides information to model the
grinding process and measure the normal and tangential forces. However, since both
forces show the same trend mostly, only the normal force will be discussed here,
except for the grinding coefficient calculations related to Figure 3.3.4, Figure 3.3.5,
Figure 3.4.4 and Figure 3.4.6 and in case of comparing the behaviours of maximum
forces against in-feed related to Figure 3.3.3 and Figure 3.4.3.
Figure 3.3.1 shows the normal force produced during grinding of polycrystalline
diamond. Each section presents a separate experiment completed in 15-20s. According
to this figure as the work piece moves along the X-axis the normal force changes. For
a better understanding, a magnified part of the first section of Figure 3.3.1 is illustrated
in Figure 3.3.2. The point of Figure 3.3.2 is that the normal force fluctuations are
shown with respect to the position of work piece in contact with the grinding wheel.
Initially, the normal force is zero because there is no contact between the work piece
and the grinding wheel. But, as the in-feed commences the normal force rises. Then, as
a part of material is removed the force drops (the first 4 circles in Figure 3.3.2).
However, because the in-feed has not yet completed, it goes up again up to the
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maximum point P1 almost equal to 8.5N corresponding to the maximum in-feed and
maximum contact area. Then, as the work piece moves further, the right side of the
PCD blank (cemented carbide part) loses contact with the wheel and the normal force
decreases to V1. Then, as the contact area increases the normal force increases up to P2
and later falls as the left side of the PCD blank (PCD part) loses contact with the
wheel.

Figure 3.3.1 Normal force vs. time for different in-feeds

In Figure 3.3.3, P3 and P4 show the normal forces at the same position of the work
piece with respect to the grinding wheel but with different directions of work piece
movement and that is why they are slightly different. The normal force of valley point
V1 is higher than that of V2 for 3 reasons. First and the least significant reason is
because of the same reason explained for P3 and P4 i.e. different directions of work
piece movement. The second one is as a result of having less contact at one end
compared to the other end. In other words, the grinding surface of the work piece
cannot be perfectly positioned parallel to the grinding wheel surface. The third reason
is due to the different types of material in contact with the wheel. In other words, at V1
PCD section is mostly in contact with the wheel while at V2 the cemented carbide
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section is. So, due to the PCD hardness V1 has a bigger value than the minimum value
at V2.

P1
P3
P4

P2

V1

V2

Figure 3.3.2 Magnified normal force vs. time with
respect to the contact position

Returning to Figure 3.3.1 one can see that the last peaks of each section have not
changed noticeably. This shows that in PCD grinding when the grinding wheel
becomes blunt to a certain degree, the grinding wheel and work piece keep sliding
against each other with constant normal force FN. If constant contact force was used
the same result would be obtained as discussed in [4-6]. The difference in these
experiments is that here one single in-feed is given at each run. In other words the
work piece is not being fed continuously until the end of the experiment.
The results of Figure 3.3.1 are unlike grinding of cemented carbide where for the same
range of in-feeds, as soon as the in-feed commences most or all the material is
removed and the forces drop significantly.
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In the third 30 µm in-feed and fifth 50 µm in-feed sections of Figure 3.3.1, the first
peaks are lower than the rest since the magnitude of the first peaks depends on where
the in-feed commenced i.e. whether in the middle of travel where there is full contact
or at the ends where the contact area was not as much as in the middle. This shows the
relation between the force and the contact area. In fact, the greater the contact area the
higher the normal force will be.
Because of the high cost of grinding wheels, it is important to consider that giving infeeds higher than 20 µm , especially 50 µm , makes the wheel become blunt sooner.
That is why in the last section of Figure 3.3.1 every peak is higher than the previous
peak.
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Figure 3.3.3 Maximum tangential force and the
corresponding normal force against in-feed

Figure 3.3.3 is drawn based on Figure 3.3.1 and the corresponding figure related to
tangential force. Figure 3.3.3 shows the maximum applied force for a certain amount
of in-feed. According to Figure 3.3.3,
1. The behaviours of FT and FN are roughly similar.
2. The range of FT is higher than FN.
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3. As expected, when the in-feed increases the grinding forces increase.
4. The relation between force and in-feed is not proportional.
5. With contact area between 11.5-12.5mm2, the grinding forces vary in the range
of 5-35N for in-feeds between 10 and 20 microns.
In Figure 3.3.4, the grinding forces in Figure 3.3.3 are plotted against each other.
According to Figure 3.3.4, for a range of 10-50 µm in-feed and using a sharp wheel,
the relation between FT and FN is approximately proportional. This experimental
procedure can be extended to other cases to find the relation between FT and FN.
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Figure 3.3.4 Maximum tangential force against maximum
normal force
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As discussed in Section 1.3 the grinding coefficient is a specific value, which depends
on the state of sharpness of the grinding wheel. Figure 3.3.5 illustrates the relation
between the grinding coefficient ( µ ) and in-feed. It can be seen that as the in-feed
increases this coefficient decreases gradually and based on Figure 3.3.3 FT and FN
increase. Combining these 2 facts, as the in-feed increases FT does not increase as
much as FN does. Considering Figure 3.3.5 and Kramer's research [44] high grinding
coefficient ( µ ) values mean high tangential forces and low normal forces, which are
“the effects of a sharp wheel topography”.
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Figure 3.3.5 Ratio of the maximum tangential to the
corresponding normal force against in-feed

The behaviour of the grinding coefficient will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.
As described in Section 3.2 to optimize in-feeding new experiments were conducted.
In this series of experiments the in-feed was given in steps during grinding. Figure 3.3.6
shows the results of these experiments.
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Undoubtedly, the grinding forces depend to a large extent on the position where the
in-feed was commenced. The contact position indicates the contact area and the
material type. The contact position will be discussed in detail in Section 3.4. According
to Figure 3.3.6, in each section, depending on the contact position, every new in-feed
(with higher or even lower value than the previous in-feed) generates a force bigger
than that of the previous in-feed. This shows that in PCD grinding the desired material
cannot be removed all at once.

Figure 3.3.6 Normal force vs. time for number of in-feeds
given in each experiment
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Figure 3.3.7 shows the peaks of normal force drawn from Figure 3.3.6. In the lowest
curve of Figure 3.3.7, the FN of the nth in-feed i.e. P1 is not the same as the FN of the
sum of those in-feeds at once or in other forms of summations. For example in Figure
3.3.7 P1 has the lowest FN compared to the other curves. In other words,
(FN ) 5×10µm ≠ (FN ) 2×20+10µm ≠ (FN ) 30+ 20µm ≠ (FN ) 40+10µm ≠ (FN ) 50µm

(3.1)
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Figure 3.3.7 Peaks of normal force vs. in-feed selected
from Figure 3.3.6

Suggestions about optimising in-feed strategies are discussed in Chapter 5 .
3.4. Grinding Forces and the Work Piece Position

Experiments used in this section have been explained in Section 3.2. Figure 3.4.1
shows how the normal force changes over time. The same in-feed was used in the
experiments of Figure 3.4.1. This is in order to investigate the effect of different
contact positions on the grinding forces. According to Figure 3.4.1;
1.

The greater the contact area the higher the grinding forces,
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2. With the same contact area, when the PCD part of the work piece is in contact
with the grinding wheel the forces produced during grinding are higher than
the forces in grinding cemented carbide. This shows how hard PCD is.
3. When the cemented carbide is being ground, as soon as the in-feed
commences the normal force drops dramatically. It is evident how quickly the
grinding wheel becomes blunt in PCD grinding. Since in grinding cemented
carbide the force drops in less than a second and besides the difference
between the maximum and minimum force values is greater for cemented
carbide.

Figure 3.4.1 Normal force vs. time, without moving the
work piece, for different contact positions and 15 µm infeed
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The analysis of grinding cemented carbide gives a better understanding about the PCD
grinding process. Figure 3.4.2 shows the changes of FN over time in grinding cemented
carbide. In this figure the results of 5 experiments with same settings but different infeeds are plotted. Clearly there is one peak in each section is completely noticeable.
This shows how fast the material is removed from the cemented carbide in contrast to
PCD grinding.

Figure 3.4.2 Normal force vs. time for different in-feeds in
grinding cemented carbide

Figure 3.4.3 illustrates the maximum FN and FT (obtained from Figure 3.4.2) versus infeed.
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Although there is no doubt that the higher in-feed means higher grinding forces due to
the high grindability of cemented carbide no significant relationship between the forces
and in-feed emerges from this analysis. Moreover, according to Figure 3.4.3 it also can
be seen that the tangential force is greater than the normal force in spite of the
published data [61]. This happened for 2 reasons. Firstly, in grinding cemented carbide
as soon as the in-feed commences most of the material is removed, and secondly the
limitations of the available grinding machine make it difficult to give the desired in-feed
in one step. In fact, it is possible that the range of in-feed used was not wide enough to
show a difference, and that the variation of the grinding forces was so small that the
force sensor would not pick it up. So, in this case, it was difficult to observe the
increasing trend of the normal force as in-feed was increased. However, the cutting
force FT still has the expected trend.
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Figure 3.4.3 Maximum grinding forces against in-feed
in grinding cemented carbide

Figure 3.4.4 shows the tangential force against the normal force comparing cemented
carbide and PCD. According to this graph the grinding forces are considerably lower
and closer to each other for grinding cemented carbide whereas in PCD grinding these
forces occupy a higher and wider range. For instance FT varies about 5N for cemented
carbide but for PCD grinding FT lies in the range of 12-34N, i.e. 2-7 times more. A
similar explanation explains variations in FN.
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Figure 3.4.5 Maximum normal force against in-feed for
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In Figure 3.4.5 the normal force produced during cemented carbide and PCD grinding
are compared in an additional way. This figure is a combination of Figure 3.3.1 and
Figure 3.4.2. It shows a separate comparison of FN and in-feed variations for PCD and
cemented carbide in one plot. Considering Figure 3.4.5, it can be seen that once again,
in grinding PCD as the in-feed increases a higher force is produced whereas no trend
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like that is found in grinding cemented carbide. In fact, in grinding cemented carbide,
the range of 10-50 µm in-feed is a low range to produce forces as high as forces in
PCD grinding and that is why FN of cemented carbide has not changed much in this
figure. More details can be found through the explanations of Figure 3.3.1 and Figure
3.4.2.
Figure 3.4.6 shows the relation between the grinding coefficient µ and in-feed for
cemented carbide and PCD. From Figure 3.4.6 it can be concluded that in grinding of
cemented carbide for a range of 10-50 µm , as in-feed increases µ increases gradually.
So, despite PCD grinding, as in-feed increases the rate of increase in FT is higher than
the rate of increase in FN. It is also clear that µ fluctuates in the range of 1-1.8 showing
that FT is greater than FN.
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Figure 3.4.6 Ratio of the maximum tangential force to the
maximum normal force against in-feed for different
contact zones

3.5. Material Removal Rate

In the previous sections the effect of in-feed and contact zone on changing the
grinding forces were discussed. The volumetric material removed from the work piece
during grinding time is also an important characteristic to quantify. As explained in
Section 1.3.1 material removal rate (MRR) indicates how much material is removed
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from the work piece in a certain time. Note that the maximum area in contact with the
wheel was about 10mm2.
Figure 3.5.1 illustrates the relation between the material removal rate and in-feed for
cemented carbide and PCD. According to Figure 3.5.1 and considering different
vertical scales used for MRR it is concluded that:
1. MRR in cemented carbide grinding is higher than MRR in PCD grinding. For a
range of 10-50 µm in-feed, MRR of cemented carbide was between 0.017-
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Figure 3.5.1 Relationship between material removal rate
and in-feed for different contact zones

2. As the in-feed increases, MRR of cemented carbide increases almost
proportionally. In this case, at 50 µm in-feed MRR is 5 times greater than
MRR at 10 µm . The point is that in-feeds in this range do not make the wheel
dull. Whereas, for PCD, up to 30 µm in-feed, as the in-feed increases MRR
increases to its maximum value 0.0055mm3/s. But, for in-feeds over 30 µm ,
MRR keeps decreasing.
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This can be because of 2 possible causes. The first one is the low stiffness of
the system so that the work piece is not held sufficiently rigid to resist backlash.
However, graphs of Figure 3.3.3 and Figure 3.5.2 disprove this theory. As
discussed previously, according to the former figure, higher force means higher
in-feed. So, in the later one, the maximum FN (at P5) corresponds to highest infeed i.e. 50 µm . Although MRR at P5 is low the higher force at P5 shows that
the machine is not flexing.
The second possible cause is because of the grinding time. In-feeds more than
30 µm make the grinding wheel blunt. So, to remove the same amount of
material from PCD more time is required. Consequently, with these settings it
is advised to use in-feeds not more than 30-40 µm .
3. In the cemented carbide grinding experiment, grinding was started with a small
contact area. But, within 5 experiments the final MRR has reached up to 26
times higher than the corresponding MRR of PCD. In fact, in grinding
cemented carbide the desired in-feed is equal to the actual depth of removed
material or in other words, as soon as the in-feed is given all the material is
removed. While in PCD grinding the grinding wheel can become blunt before
all the desired material is removed.
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Figure 3.5.2 shows the material removal rate (MRR) against the normal force, for
cemented carbide and PCD. The additional conclusion drawn from Figure 3.5.2 is that
in grinding of cemented carbide a small force removes a range of 0.017-0.097mm3/s
material from the work piece. While, in PCD grinding to remove 1/6-1/17 of the
mentioned value i.e. a range of 0.0027-0.0055mm3/s material, forces about 2-6 times
greater than in cemented carbide grinding are required.
3.6. Grinding Forces and the Oscillation Rate

To use all the abrasive layer of the grinding wheel and avoid wearing out the grinding
wheel unevenly, the grinding wheel or the work piece oscillate. In most applications the
grinding wheel oscillates. But, in the conventional grinding machine used in this
research, the work piece moves parallel to the grinding wheel face.
In this section the relationship between the velocity of the work piece (oscillation rate)
and the grinding forces is explored. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the velocities selected
in these experiments are less than or equal to 10mm/s.
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Figure 3.6.1 shows the relation between the normal force and work piece velocity for 2
specific in-feeds 20 and 40 µm . According to Tso and Liu [24] with lower oscillation
rate a finer PCD surface can be obtained. However, no trend or consistent relation
emerges from the graph in Figure 3.6.1. It is possible that the range of velocities used
was not wide enough to show a difference, and that the variation of the normal force
was so small that the force sensor would not pick it up.
3.7. Conclusions

In this chapter, the relation between the grinding parameters and the forces produced
during grinding was studied. Different experiments with different settings were
conducted to find how the grinding forces are affected by the in-feed, contact zone,
material removal rate and oscillation rate.
The experimental results of this chapter provide valuable information about the range
of forces produced during grinding. The obtained results allowed the following
conclusions to be drawn for this research:
•

There is a proportional relationship between the in-feed and grinding forces
for the range of 10-50 µm in-feed in this research. A similar procedure can be
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used for other settings and similar grinding operations to approximate the
grinding forces for a range of in-feed.
•

In PCD grinding when the grinding wheel becomes blunt the normal force FN
becomes constant.

•

When the diamond grinding wheel is too blunt to grind PCD, it can be still
sharp enough to grind cemented carbide.

•

The higher forces produced during grinding PCD indicate how hard PCD is, in
comparison with grinding cemented carbide.

•

In-feeds over 30 µm wear out the grinding wheel quickly.

•

FN and FT showed the same trends for the grinding conditions of this research.

•

In PCD grinding, as the in-feed increases FT does not increase as much as FN
does.

•

To remove the desired amount of material and avoid the high grinding forces
produced during grinding it is suggested to divide the in-feed into smaller steps
instead of a single high in-feed.

•

In the settings used, the grinding forces in PCD grinding were up to 2-6 times
greater than the forces produced in grinding cemented carbide.

•

Up to a certain in-feed, as the in-feed increases MRR increases as well. But,
after that the value of MRR decreases. Although more material has been
removed it has taken more time to remove that much material from the work
piece.

•

Because the grinding wheel wears so quickly it needs to be dressed before each
experiment.
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•

Different oscillations less than 10mm/s produce forces in the same range. In
fact, these oscillations do not affect the grinding forces significantly.

There are also useful published data about grinding forces [4-6, 8, 11, 13-16, 22, 41, 44,
57], in-feed [19, 20, 22] and material removal rate [4-6, 8, 9, 11, 13-16, 22, 41] as
discussed in the literature. However, due to the different contexts such as different
grinding methods, grinding operations using constant feed or constant load, and
different grinding parameters some results of these published materials were not
compared to a part of the results of this chapter.
The conclusions of this chapter give basic information about PCD grinding in order to
help improve the process of grinding.
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CHAPTER 4 TRUING, DRESSING AND GRINDING
4.1. Introduction

Different parameters affect the grinding process and, as discussed in Chapter 1 , one of
the most important ones is the condition of the grinding wheel surface. In this chapter,
a study of how different factors in preparing the grinding wheel can enhance the
cutting efficiency of the wheel is carried out. The aim of the related experiments is to
show what the forces produced during grinding look like when a sharp wheel is used in
comparison with a worn wheel. In the previous chapter the grinding forces generated
during grinding process were analysed for different in-feeds and contact zones. This
general information about grinding will be a guide or reference to evaluate the results
of grinding in this chapter. In fact, it will be shown for a certain in-feed how the
grinding forces vary by using a diamond grinding wheel prepared differently in each
experiment to grind a PCD work piece.
Ultimately, the aim of this chapter is to show how important the dressing process is
and to determine when and for how long the grinding wheel needs to be resharpened.
In Section 4.2 the details of experiments conducted in this chapter are explained. In
Section 4.3, the changes in the grinding forces using differently prepared wheels are
studied. In the following section (Section 4.4), methods for determining when it is time
to dress the wheel are found combined with how effectively a blunt grinding wheel
grinds. Following that, the effect of dressing duration on the material removal rate and
the grinding forces is investigated. Section 4.5 gives the conclusions.
4.2. Description of Experiments

The experimental setup used in this research was described in Chapter 2 . Several
experiments with different settings were conducted in this chapter in order to analyse
the effect of the grinding wheel on the grinding process. At each run, the work piece
was ground with constant oscillation (except in Figure 4.3.1 where there was no
oscillation) and one single in-feed.
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In Figure 4.3.1, the work piece was ground using a blunt wheel on 3 different contact
zones. In fact, the wok piece position was kept constant when it was being ground.
The given in-feed was 15 µm per experiment.
The experimental data plotted in Figure 4.3.2 to Figure 4.3.4 is based on the same sets
of experiments. Firstly, an un-trued and un-dressed wheel was used. The work piece
oscillation was 6mm/s and the in-feed ranged from 10 to 120 µm . The in-feed was
given when the wheel was spinning and the work piece was oscillating. The same
procedure was repeated using a trued but un-dressed wheel. The grinding wheel was
trued before each single experiment with a truing wheel. The grinding wheel was trued
for less than 2 minutes while the truing wheel was oscillating at 5mm/s in accordance
with commonly used industrial practices. Normally, the in-feed given during truing is a
few microns because the reason for truing is “to remove wheel profile irregularities
produced by previous grinding operations” [41]. However, due to lack of accuracy in
the available grinding machine it is impossible to follow this routine. Therefore, the
truing in-feed was 5 µm as discussed in Section 3.2. The in-feed was given 2-3 times
during truing wheel oscillation to make sure the desired grinding wheel topography was
achieved. Finally, the same sequence of experiments as in the previous 2 was repeated
using a dressed and trued wheel. The grinding wheel was trued occasionally (as in
typical industrial applications) but not before every single experiment. After truing the
wheel, it was dressed using a wet dressing stick for about 25s prior to each test. To be
conservative, the duration of each grinding test was about 30s. The dressing in-feed
was given continuously and manually during the grinding wheel rotation. The range of
grinding in-feed was 10-60 µm and an additional in-feed of 100 µm for the last test.
To compare the effect of truing and dressing conditions on the subsequent grinding
process the results of these 3 sets of experiments were drawn together.
In Figure 4.4.1 and Figure 4.4.2 the aim is to show the behaviour of a blunt wheel. So,
the experiment was started with a trued and dressed wheel. The grinding wheel was
trued (with the same settings as before) and dressed (for about 25s) just once for the
first experiment. In other words, looking at Figure 4.4.1, the grinding wheel was not
trued or dressed in sections after the first section. The 20 µm single in-feed was kept
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constant per experiment and it was given during oscillation (6mm/s). To find the
MRR, the depth of removed material was measured after each experiment using a
micrometer.
The next set of experiments is based on different dressing durations. Considering
Figure 4.4.3 and Figure 4.4.4, in the first section the grinding wheel is dressed for 10s,
while in the last section it is dressed for a longer period (50s). The work piece
oscillation was 6mm/s and each experiment lasted less than 20s. The routines are as
below.
1. Firstly, the grinding was trued using the same settings as usual.
2. The grinding wheel was dressed for 10s.
3. 10 µm in-feed was given.
4. MRR was measured with a micrometre.
5. The wheel was dressed for 20s.
6. Steps 3-4 were repeated.
7. The wheel was dressed for 30s.
8. Steps 3-4 were repeated.
9. The wheel was dressed for 40s.
10. Steps 3-4 were repeated.
11. The wheel was dressed for 50s.
12. Steps 3-4 were repeated.
13. Steps 2-12 were repeated. But, this time with 20 µm in-feed.
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The results of these experiments are studied in the next sections in order to show how
the truing and dressing parameters influence the grinding process.
4.3. Truing, Dressing and the Grinding Forces

Figure 4.3.1 shows the normal force against time for 3 different contact zones. The
grinding wheel used in this experiment was not dressed. It is clear that when the infeed is being given FN increases to its maximum value. Now, if the material in contact
is just cemented carbide, FN drops noticeably. Otherwise, no significant change in the
FN value can be observed. Comparing this graph with Figure 3.4.1, one can easily
notice how high the forces in Figure 4.3.1 are. In fact, the grinding forces produced
using a blunt wheel can be greater by up to 4 times. Apparently, a blunt diamond
grinding wheel can still be sharp enough to grind cemented carbide. However, the
forces will be lower and the grinding time shorter, if the wheel used is dressed. Here,
the maximum FN in full contact is under 25N while for cemented carbide contact it
reduces to about 12.5N.

Figure 4.3.1 Normal force vs. time, using a blunt wheel,
without moving the work piece, for different contact
positions and 15 µm in-feed
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To sum up, with a blunt wheel, when the PCD is in contact with the grinding wheel,
forces remain constant. While, with a sharp wheel, after the in-feed is given the forces
drop to a certain value and then remain constant.
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Figure 4.3.2 Maximum normal force against in-feed, for
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Figure 4.3.2 illustrates the normal force against in-feed for 3 differently prepared
grinding wheel cases. Due to unavoidable inaccuracies in giving in-feed, a wide range
of FN can be seen for some in-feeds. Evidently, a grinding wheel that is just trued
generates the highest forces while, as expected, a trued and dressed wheel produces the
minimum forces. It is true that the grinding surface of a trued wheel behaves
uniformly. But, the truing itself does not sharpen the wheel and it has the tendency to
wear out the grinding wheel and make the grinding results worse. The higher normal
forces in Figure 4.3.2 verify that. Interestingly, after truing, the wheel dullness can be
observed because of the glazed surface and can be detected by touching the surface of
the wheel. Considering the first 2 series in Figure 4.3.2, as the in-feed increases, up to a
value around 50 µm , the grinding forces increase as well while, for in-feeds over
50 µm no significant increase in the value of forces can be detected. The decreasing
trend of FN for in-feeds over 50 µm shows that one of the reasons can be because of
not holding the work piece tight enough in its position, which leads to backlash.
Actually, if the wheel is blunt and more in-feed is given, then because of the wheel
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dullness not only the material will not be removed but also high resistance and reaction
of the system will push back the work piece until less material becomes in contact with
the wheel. To conclude, it is suggested that PCD work pieces should be ground using
in-feeds less than 50 µm .
In the third series of Figure 4.3.2 i.e. after truing and dressing, as the in-feed increases
the grinding forces increase gradually. No in-feed between 60 and 120 µm was tested
since the selected range provides enough information. With a sharp wheel less force is
required to remove the same amount of material. The sharpness of the wheel reduces
the high resistance of the system against the material removal mechanism and that is
why the trend is gradual. The forces produced during grinding are approximately one
third of the forces in the other 2 series.
Note that while the forces increase sharply in the first 2 series, the trend in the third
series is gradual.
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Figure 4.3.3 Ratio of the maximum tangential force to the
maximum normal against in-feed, for different grinding wheel
conditions

Figure 4.3.3 shows the grinding coefficient µ against in-feed for a grinding wheel with
3 different conditions. A trued and dressed wheel has the highest grinding coefficient.
However, all of the 3 series behave similarly. Up to 50 µm , as in-feed increases µ
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decreases and for in-feeds above 50 µm it remains almost constant. In fact, up to 50
microns as in-feed increases FT does not increase as much as FN does.
When the wheel is sharp, the grinding coefficient is mostly one and greater than one.
This indicates that with a sharp wheel FT produced during grinding is higher than FN.
While in contrast, the normal force generated using a blunt wheel is higher than the
cutting force.
Figure 4.3.4 points out the relation between the grinding forces considering wheel
sharpness and bluntness. Regardless of how the grinding wheel is prepared, as FN
increases FT increases as well. Moreover, their relation is almost proportional. Although
a sharp wheel produces a smaller range of grinding forces (as shown in Figure 4.4.2) in
all of the 3 series the values of FN and FT (for each series) are close to each other.
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Now that the dressing importance has been clarified the next section examines the
details thoroughly.
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4.4. Dressing Time and Sharpness of the Wheel

The aim in these experiments is to achieve an optimal dressing time and to show how
sharp a grinding wheel should be. Figure 4.4.1 shows how the normal force fluctuates
over time.

Figure 4.4.1 Normal force vs. time, commencing with a
dressed wheel with 20 µm in-feed per section.

Each section of Figure 4.4.1 represents a separate experiment. This set of experiments
has started with a trued and dressed wheel contrary to the case in the other sections.
Comparing these sections, as the wheel becomes more worn the normal force keeps
increasing (using the same settings). For example, for 20 µm constant in-feed FN can
be 5N at the best condition or 30N at the worst. Obviously, when the wheel is sharp
(up to a certain degree) the difference between the highest peak (green dashed circles)
and the last peak (pink dot circles) is clear. Considering this alteration, as the wheel
wears out more, no significant material is removed. Furthermore, looking at the black
solid oval drawn in Figure 4.4.1 and comparing it with the valleys of first and second
sections or comparing it with V2 in Figure 3.3.2, it can be realized that instead of one
valley, 2 valleys exist. The reason is mainly that some irregularities on the wheel surface
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prevent an even contact between the work piece and wheel. Therefore, using an untrued grinding wheel may damage and reduce the surface uniformity. Eventually, after
about 30s grinding the wheel needs to be resharpened.
As discussed in Section 3.5 MRR is one of the most informative parameters in grinding
PCD. To achieve similar information it is easy to measure the amount of material
removed from the PCD blank using a micrometre other than buying a force sensor.
So, even without having information about the grinding forces, MRR determines
whether the wheel has become blunt or not.
Figure 4.4.2 shows how the material removal rate varies with the normal force as the
grinding wheel becomes blunt. In this case, when the wheel has been sharpened for the
optimum time, the MRR is a maximum at the commencement of grinding. As the
wheel gets blunt, FN increases and MRR drops significantly. Material removal stops or
decreases to about one fifth of the maximum value or even less.
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Figure 4.4.2 Material removal rate against normal force,
commencing with a dressed wheel with 20 µm in-feed

Figure 4.4.3 shows the normal force vs. time after different dressing periods td. A
constant in-feed (10 microns) was given per section. According to Figure 4.4.3 a
sharper wheel produces higher FN. The difference between the green dashed circles
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and the pink dot circles confirms that material has been removed. The maximum
difference between the first and the last peaks in the last section shows that the
sharpest wheel has the maximum material removal. One question to be answered is
whether the material is removed more from the work piece or the grinding wheel. This
question will be answered in Section 5.4.
To select a suitable range of dressing times more information including material
removal rate needs to be collected. This information is available in Section 5.4 where
Figure 4.4.3 will be studied in detail.

Figure 4.4.3 Normal force vs. time, using a wheel dressed for
different dressing times, 10 µm in-feed per section.
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Figure 4.4.4 specifications are similar to Figure 4.4.3 except the in-feed is 20 µm
instead of 10 µm . No such trend as in Figure 4.4.3 is detected here. The difference
between the green dashed circles and the pink dot circles is not as much as it was in
Figure 4.4.3. Nonetheless, the clear difference in the last 2 sections of Figure 4.4.4
confirms the same fact that with the sharpest wheel the maximum material is removed.

Figure 4.4.4 Normal force vs. time, using a wheel dressed for
different dressing times, 20 µm in-feed per section.
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To compare the results of the previous 2 figures, the maximum normal forces of each
section have been extracted and plotted in Figure 4.4.5. For 10 µm in-feed, up to 20s
and for 20 µm in-feed, up to 30s FN decreases the longer the wheel is dressed while for
higher dressing durations FN increases. For 10 µm in-feed, the maximum td has the
maximum FN while for 20 µm in-feed, the minimum td has the maximum FN. Since in
general for a certain in-feed a lower FN gives a better result, the optimum range of td
for 10 µm in-feed is 10-20s (blue solid oval shown in Figure 4.4.5) and 30-40s for
20 µm in-feed (pink dot oval). Hence, there is an optimum range of dressing time
depending on the selected in-feed.
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Figure 4.4.5 Maximum normal force against dressing time,
for 10 and 20 µm in-feed

Figure 4.4.6 shows the relation between material removal rate and dressing time for 10
and 20 µm in-feed. The maximum material removed from the work piece is after
dressing for 20s. The maximum MRR for 10 and 20 µm in-feed is 0.007 and
0.006mm3/s, respectively. For 10 µm

in-feed the least MRR 0.0048mm3/s

corresponds to the shortest dressing time and for 20 µm in-feed the least MRR
0.0021mm3/s belongs to the sharpest wheel. Based on the highest MRRs the best
dressing time range is 20-30s (the solid oval shown in Figure 4.4.6). For 20 µm in-feed
the sharpest wheel and the least sharp wheel remove almost the same amount of
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material in a certain time. Consequently, there is no need to dress the wheel for too
long.
According to Figure 4.4.6, the difference between the maximum and minimum MRR
shows that the optimum range of dressing time is more limited for higher in-feeds.
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Figure 4.4.6 Material removal rate against dressing time,
for 10 and 20 µm in-feed

Even though a sharp wheel would be expected to produce a low force, this is not the
case since the sharpest wheel has removed the least material, as shown in Figure 4.4.6.
According to Figure 4.4.3 and Figure 4.4.6, the MRR corresponding to the highest FN
is not at its highest value. So, the high FN is not caused by a too high in-feed.
According to the last section of Figure 4.4.3, as the in-feed is applied the material is
removed and FN drops a little (black solid oval) and because the in-feed has not yet
finished FN goes up to its maximum value (green dashed circle) and then falls. In this
section due to the high sharpness of the wheel as the in-feed is applied the exposed
grains (as discussed in Section 1.4) on the wheel break quickly and a larger area of the
wheel becomes in contact with the work piece. Consequently, higher normal force is
produced. However, the difference between the green dashed and the pink dotted
circles shows that the wheel does not become blunt as soon as the grains break.
Furthermore, due to the grains breakage MRR is not as high as previously.
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4.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, the effect of dressing on improving the grinding performance has been
studied in detail.
It was shown in this chapter that when the grinding wheel is blunt, the ratio of the
tangential to normal force is less than one. But, with a sharp wheel this ratio goes over
one. So, the grinding coefficient can be used as an indicator of the wheel sharpness.
It was also shown that as the grinding wheel wears out the grinding forces increase and
the material removal rate decreases. In other words, for a given in-feed, a sharp wheel
produces lower forces. Due to the hardness of PCD the grinding wheel wears so
quickly that it needs to be dressed frequently. To find the optimum dressing intervals
similar experiments as in Section 4.4 can be carried out. In this research it was found
that the wheel needs to be dressed after about 30s grinding, depending upon the
working conditions. This value is similar to some other published data [4-6, 22].
Although the grinding coefficient can be used as an indicator of the wheel sharpness it
was shown in this chapter that MRR is the most practical indicator in determining
when the grinding wheel needs to be dressed and the latter indicator can be used in
more PCD grinding experiments.
Interestingly, for a certain in-feed, the sharper wheel does not necessarily remove more
material because the exposed grains of a wheel dressed for a long period break more
rapidly. So, having a sharper wheel is not necessarily better.
It was also shown that there is an optimum range of dressing time depending on the
selected in-feed. The ideal dressing time corresponds to the minimum grinding forces
and the maximum MRR. Taking into account all the existing constraints, the best range
of dressing time for the available grinding system is approximately 10-30s similar to
other published data [5, 6, 8, 15, 16, 44]. It was shown in Chapter 3 that higher in-feeds
are not advantageous. However, to find the optimum dressing time for in-feeds higher
than the in-feeds used in this research the same experimental procedure is applicable.
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It was shown in this chapter how some parameters including material removal rate
MRR, grinding forces FN and FT and grinding coefficient µ can be used as practical
indicators of the roughness of the grinding wheel and also to select the optimum
dressing time.
In general it was shown that the dressing procedure must be adapted to the grinding
conditions, and this chapter gives several ways in which this can be done.
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CHAPTER 5 GRINDING WHEEL WEAR
5.1. Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 4 , for grinding PCD the diamond grinding wheel has to meet
special requirements. As the wheel wears out, more of the bonding material in the
wheel comes into contact with the PCD blank and the sharp grains are worn and so
the wheel must be dressed to open up its surface. Due to the high wear resistance of
PCD the material removal ratio of the wheel is usually greater than the material
removal ratio of the PCD work piece. Moreover, the material type affects material
removal rate and volumetric wheel wear rate in different ways. To avoid high grinding
costs it is essential to reduce the rate of volumetric wheel wear by using the correct
setup. Hence, the aim of this chapter is to study the effect of wheel wear on grinding
parameters and vice versa, and also to show how much the wheel wears by taking into
account wheel conditioning, in-feed and work piece material type. Subsequently, the
grinding parameters can be optimized to achieve a satisfactory material removal rate
and an extended wheel life. Material removal rate (MRR) has been already discussed in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 . However, some of the results of this chapter need to be
discussed in regard to the same MRR graphs of those chapters.
Initially, in Section 5.2 the details of experiments are explained. In Section 5.3 the
relation between the material removal rate, volumetric wheel wear rate (after grinding)
and in-feed is studied. G-ratio (“a measurement for wheel life” [51]), which is a
combination of material removal rate and volumetric wheel wear, is also determined
and plotted vs. a range of in-feeds and normal forces. The graphs in this section are
against the normal force and in-feed which are two dependent and practically useful
variables. The effect of giving in-feed in steps on the wheel wear rate is considered in
Section 5.3.1. Some material is removed from the grinding wheel during the process of
dressing. The VWW is the volumetric material removed from the grinding wheel
during dressing while the VWWR is the rate of material removal during grinding.
VWWR and VWW are two distinct terms used in this thesis. The former refers to
grinding and the latter refers to dressing. How the sharpness of the wheel influences
the wheel wear is discussed in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5 the relationship between the
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hardness of the material type and the grinding wheel wear is discussed. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 0.
5.2. Description of Experiments

The experimental setup used in this research was described in Chapter 2 . The
experiments presented in this chapter are all as in Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 4.4 except that
some extra measurements have been included. These extra measurements consist of
measuring the amount of material removed from the grinding wheel after grinding and
dressing in each single experiment using a micrometer.
5.3. Material Removal Rate (MRR) and Volumetric Wheel Wear Rate (VWWR)

Figure 5.3.1 shows the relation of G-ratio and material removal rate with the normal
force as the grinding wheel wears out. Figure 5.3.1 is the result of the experiments as
conducted in Figure 4.4.1.
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Figure 5.3.1 G-ratio and MRR against normal force,
commencing with a dressed wheel with 20 µm in-feed per
experiment

It was previously explained that the material removal stops when the grinding wheel
becomes blunt. The point is that the amount of material removed from the grinding
wheel is as important as the amount of material removed from the work piece. The
ideal condition is to have maximum MRR simultaneously with the minimum
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volumetric wheel wear rate VWWR. Obviously, it is impossible to reach both of these
objectives. However, there is always an optimum range to select.
It was described in Section 1.3.1 that G-ratio is the ratio of volumetric material
removed from the wok piece to the volumetric material removed from the grinding
wheel for a given grinding time. According to Figure 5.3.1, no consistent trend is
detected for G-ratio. Although MRR decreases as the wheel dulls, it is not a dominant
factor in determining the trend of G-ratio. Even though in most of the published data
[4-9, 11, 13, 14, 22, 41, 51, 61, 62] the authors have referred to G-ratio, in this case the
most informative measure is VWWR. So, in this case, the dressing time (as explained in
Section 4.4) is determined based on the MRR rather than G-ratio. From Figure 5.3.1
the maximum G-ratio is 0.0057. This means that the material removed from the wheel
can be about 170 times more than the material removed from the PCD blank itself.
The G-ratio goes to zero when no significant material is removed from the PCD work
piece.
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Figure 5.3.2 MRR and VWWR against normal force,
commencing with a dressed wheel with 20 µm in-feed per
experiment
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According to Figure 5.3.2, the sharp wheel not only wears more but also removes the
maximum material from the PCD work piece. Figure 5.3.2 is the result of the
experiments as conducted in Figure 4.4.1. It is clear how erratic the fluctuations of
VWWR are. In fact, the inconsistent trend of VWWR shows that the trend of G-ratio
is also erratic. However, the dashed oval in Figure 5.3.2 shows that eventually the
material removed from both the work piece and the wheel has decreased. In other
words, when the wheel becomes blunt the work piece and the grinding wheel just rub
against each other resulting in high grinding forces and negligible MRR. At the
maximum point, 5mm3 is removed from the wheel each second.
Error! Reference source not found. shows the relation of G-ratio and MRR with in-

feed. Error! Reference source not found. is the result of tests carried out in Figure
3.3.1. Despite the previous graphs where G-ratio and MRR had different behaviours,
in this graph they follow the same trend. Up to 20 µm , as the in-feed increases (and so
does FN as explained in Section 3.3) G-ratio increases up to 0.0043, as well. But, for
higher in-feeds up to 50 µm , G-ratio keeps decreasing to the lowest value 0.0017. To
study the effect of each term in changing the G-ratio curve, VWWR is plotted in
Figure 5.3.4.
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Figure 5.3.3 G-ratio and MRR against in-feed

Figure 5.3.4 shows the relation of MRR and VWWR with in-feed. Figure 5.3.4 is the
result of tests done in Figure 3.3.1. As the in-feed increases the grinding wheel wears
out more. The range of VWWR is 0.7-2.2mm3/s. As explained in Section 3.5 this
figure also shows that the range of 30-50 µm in-feed is not a suitable and economic
range because not only does the wheel become blunter but also MRR drops.
Comparing grinding time and in-feed, in-feed is the determining factor in wearing the
wheel out.
Comparing Error! Reference source not found. and Figure 5.3.4, for up to 30 µm
in-feed, MRR is superior to VWWR in determining the trend of G-ratio and between
30 and 50 µm the decreasing MRR and increasing VWWR both influence the G-ratio
to fall.
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5.3.1. In-feed in Steps

Figure 5.3.5 shows how giving different in-feeds in steps alters the rate of volumetric
wheel wear after grinding. This figure and Figure 3.3.7 result from the same
experiment. With a sharp wheel giving a number of single in-feeds during one
experiment causes the wheel to wear out less than giving one in-feed equal to the sum
of those single in-feeds. So, to avoid high grinding costs, it is suggested to divide the
in-feeds over 30 µm into smaller portions. For instance, the VWWR of five 10 µm infeeds is about one quarter of the VWWR of one single 50 µm in-feed.
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5.4. Dressing Effect on the Wheel Wear

As described in Section 1.4, dressing procedure is a process which opens the abrasive
layer of the grinding wheel by removing the bond between the grains and exposing
new diamond grains. In this section, the aim is to show how quickly a grinding wheel
with different degrees of sharpness wears. The figures of this section are related to
Figure 4.4.3 and Figure 4.4.4. Figure 5.4.1 points out the relation of MRR and VWWR
with the dressing duration td, for 10 µm in-feed. The engagement of grains between
the wheel and the work piece is such that as the wheel is dressed for a longer time (up
to 30s td) VWWR decreases up to the lowest value 0.25mm3/s. In other words, because
of not having enough grains protrusion (as discussed in Section 1.4) the wheel blunts
very quickly and cutting performance decreases. The low MRR for a td of 10s confirms
this fact. Longer dressing times make the wheel too sharp such that the exposed grains
(as shown in Figure 1.4.1) break relatively quickly resulting in unreasonably large wheel
wear and unsatisfactory material removal rate. In fact, the highest VWWR belongs to
the sharpest wheel. The optimum range of td is selected by taking into account the
satisfactory range of MRR and VWWR. Consequently, the best dressing time range is
about 20-30s.
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dressing time, for 10 µm in-feed

Depending on the dressing procedure and grinding wheel type, the material removed
from the wheel during dressing can be a considerable issue. Figure 5.4.2 shows how
much material is removed during different dressing times. The difference between
Figure 5.4.1 and Figure 5.4.2 is in measuring the volumetric wheel wear after grinding
and after dressing operations, respectively. Undoubtedly, dressing for a longer time td
removes more material from the grinding wheel. Nevertheless the relation between td
and volumetric wheel wear is not necessarily proportional since the grains protrusion
before dressing (generated after each grinding experiment) and other factors including
contact pressure (during dressing) can be different. In any case a longer dressing time
reduces the wheel life cycle and increases grinding costs. As can be seen from Figure
5.4.2 a reasonable VWW occurs at 10-30s dressing time where the VWW is minimum
and MRR is maximum. Note that the VWW is not normalized because the durations
of all the experiments were the same.
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Figure 5.4.3 MRR and volumetric wheel wear rate against
dressing time, for 20 µm in-feed

Figure 5.4.3 shows the relation of MRR and VWWR with dressing duration td, for
20 µm in-feed. Similar to Figure 5.4.1 as td increases up to about 25s the wheel wears
less but after 25s VWWR increases gradually. The maximum VWWR is at td=10s
because of not having enough grains protrusion (shown in Figure 1.4.1). So, before the
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desired cutting happens the wheel blunts. The low MRR verifies this explanation.
Regarding the VWWR value at td=10s it can be said that the least sharp wheel can wear
even more than a sharper wheel. Considering the lowest range of VWWR, the
optimum dressing time lies in the range of 20-30s, which is also in the range of
maximum MRR.
Figure 5.4.4 shows how much material is removed during different dressing times.
Below a td of 30s no significant material is removed from the wheel during dressing.
But, longer dressing time removes some material from the wheel but still not as much
as in Figure 5.4.2. Comparing these 2 figures one can notice that the dressing stick (as
shown in Figure 2.2.11) used in Figure 5.4.4 is more effective because it has removed
less material from the wheel to open the wheel surface. So, the grinding wheel lasts
longer. The maximum VWW of 2.5mm3 in Figure 5.4.4 is considerably lower than the
corresponding value of 37 mm3 in Figure 5.4.2. However, since the maximum MRR
and the minimum VWW are both in the same band, the best range of dressing time
will be still 20-30s.
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Figure 5.4.4 MRR and volumetric wheel wear after
dressing against dressing time, for 20 µm in-feed

The results of VWWs in Figure 5.4.2 and Figure 5.4.4 are distinct due to the use of
different dressing sticks and not because of different grinding in-feeds. As the grinding
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in-feed does not affect the dressing operation. Depending on the grinding wheel a right
choice of dressing stick is important.
Figure 5.4.5 shows the comparison of G-ratio for 10 and 20 µm in-feed against
dressing time. Although both curves fluctuate similarly, the curve of 10 µm in-feed is
noticeably higher and distinctive compared to the other curve.
It can be seen that up to 30s, as the dressing time increases the G-ratio increases and
after that decreases. The MRR of 10 µm in-feed is higher than that of 20 µm in-feed
and VWWR (as shown in Figure 5.4.6) is lower for 10 µm. As mentioned in Section
1.3.1 G-ratio is a function of MRR and VWWR. In this case G-ratio can be used as “a
measurement for wheel life” [51] because the MRR and VWWR fluctuate oppositely to
each other so each of them can be used to determine the trend of G-ratio separately.
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Figure 5.4.5 G-ratio against dressing time, for 10 and
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Figure 5.4.6 shows the effect of 2 different in-feeds on wearing of the grinding wheel,
which is dressed for a range of different durations. Higher in-feeds make the grinding
wheel wear out more (as previously explained in Figure 5.3.4). Both curves have similar
behaviour except that for the 20 µm in-feed the rate of decrease in the first stage is
considerably higher. The best dressing time range for both curves is 20-40s.
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Different depths of cut, or in other words grains engagement, have different effects on
wearing the grinding wheel. According to Figure 5.4.6 the sharpest wheel wears more if

Volumetric Wheel Wear Rate [mm3/s]

the in-feed is 10 µm while for 20 µm in-feed the least sharp wheel wears more.
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Figure 5.4.6 Volumetric wheel wear rate against dressing
time, for 10 and 20 µm in-feed

5.5. Work Piece Hardness and the Wheel Wear

In this section the aim is to show how the extra hardness of PCD wears the grinding
wheel in comparison with grinding of cemented carbide. Figure 5.5.1 shows effects of
in-feed in grinding of cemented carbide. This figure and Figure 3.4.2 result from
similar experiments. In Section 5.3 the relationship of MRR and VWWR was studied
for PCD. Obviously, in grinding of cemented carbide not only the desired material is
removed but also the grinding wheel does not wear much. In fact, up to a certain value
the grinding wheel does not wear significantly at all. Then, when the wheel wears, the
maximum value of 1.3mm3/s is not much compared to the VWWR values in PCD
grinding. The difference between the maximum and minimum VWWR in Figure 5.5.1
is because of the shorter grinding time in grinding cemented carbide.
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Figure 5.5.2 Comparison of volumetric wheel wear rate
against in-feed, for grinding of PCD and cemented carbide

Figure 5.5.2 shows the volumetric wheel wear rate of PCD and cemented carbide
against in-feed. Predictably, VWWR of PCD is significantly higher than that of
cemented carbide (approx. 2 to tens of times higher). The small range of 0-1.3mm3/s
VWWR shows that in grinding cemented carbide the material removal does not reduce
the wheel life cycle as fast as the PCD grinding does. According to this figure and the
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dimensions of the diamond grinding wheel described in Section 2.2.1, for 50 µm infeed the abrasive layer of the wheel decreases 1.8mm per hour in PCD grinding, which
is 2 times greater than that in grinding cemented carbide. So, in PCD grinding the
grinding costs are higher and the “grinding efficiency” [9] is considerably lower.
5.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, the rate of volumetric wheel wear under different conditions was
measured and analysed. From the economic point of view, the rate of wheel wear can
be as important as the rate of material removed from the PCD work piece. One of the
ideal characteristics of a perfect grinding process is a process with the highest material
removal rate and the lowest rate of wheel wear. Of course, it is not realistic to have the
maximum MRR and the minimum VWWR at the same time.
It was shown in Section 5.3 that no significant material is removed from the surface of
an already blunt wheel.
Relying on the changes in G-ratio is not always an effective way of finding the exact
time when the grinding wheel needs to be dressed. In fact, because sometimes the Gratio fluctuates erratically no consistent trend emerges. In these cases the MRR is a
practical indicator of dressing time when G-ratio is not. So, it is suggested that MRR be
used instead of G-ratio as an indicator for dressing.
Before using the G-ratio as a measurement of wheel life in any PCD grinding analysis
it is suggested that graphs of MRR and VWWR be developed and their trends
compared with G-ratio and then the most informative quantity used.
It was also shown in this chapter that instead of using expensive force sensors to
measure the grinding forces produced during grinding (studied in Chapter 3 ) the
optimum range of in-feed can be estimated by measuring the amount of material
removed from the work piece and the grinding wheel.
In Section 5.3, the effect of in-feed on wearing out the wheel was studied. It was
shown that the higher the in-feed the more the grinding wheel dulls. However, it is
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shown that an optimum range of in-feed with reasonable high MRRs and low VWWRs
exists.
It is also recommended to use small steps of in-feed rather than using one single high
in-feed. For example it was shown that the VWWR could be reduced by 3 times or
even more using smaller steps of in-feed.
The condition of the grinding wheel surface affects the results of grinding. It was
shown how the sharpness of the wheel alters the rate of wear during grinding using 2
different in-feeds. It is not true that a sharper wheel always cuts well. A wheel
resharpened for 30s and longer wears more and removes less material from the work
piece due to grain breakage. The least sharp wheel also blunts in a shorter time.
During the process of dressing some extra material is removed from the grinding
wheel. Depending on the type of dressing method and the grinding wheel the material
removed can vary. Sometimes the material removed during dressing can even be
greater than the material removed from the grinding wheel during grinding. If the
wheel is dressed sufficiently, it can be used for a longer grinding period. It is important
to know the optimal time because the material removed from the grinding wheel
during a longer dressing time can be 7 times more than the removed material if an
optimum range of dressing time was used.
The optimum range of dressing time can be selected by using different dressing
methods, measuring the material removed from the wheel after dressing and measuring
the material removed from the wheel and the work piece after grinding. According to
these experiments (as in Section 5.4) the optimum range of dressing time lies where the
maximum MRR, minimum VWWR (rate of volumetric material removed from the
grinding wheel after grinding) and minimum VWW (volumetric material removed from
the grinding wheel after dressing) are achieved. According to the results of this
research and other published data [5, 6, 8, 15, 16, 44] this value is normally 10-30s. In
Section 4.5 the same value was obtained based on the minimum grinding forces and
maximum MRR.
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There are also useful published data about grinding wheel wear and G-ratio [4-6, 8, 9,
11, 13-16, 22, 41, 51] as discussed in the literature. However, due to the different
contexts such as different grinding methods, grinding operations using constant feed
or constant load, and different grinding parameters including grinding wheel type some
results of these published materials could not be compared to a part of the results of
this chapter.
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CHAPTER 6 GRINDING AND EDGE QUALITY
6.1. Introduction

As discussed in Section 1.8 edge quality of a PCD work piece is very important. Since
the PCD is used in tool making to machine other materials, it should have a
satisfactory smooth edge with minimal chipping. In previous chapters factors affecting
maximum MRR and minimum VWW and the relations between the grinding forces,
in-feed, MRR, VWWR, dressing condition and grinding wheel condition were
considered. In this chapter the parameters affecting the edge quality and the defects
generated during the grinding process are discussed since not only is it important to
achieve the maximum MRR and minimum VWWR but also high quality of the ground
PCD work piece is required. The quality parameters used in this research consist of
chipping, break outs and surface flatness.
Two diamond grinding wheels and two significantly different grinding machines were
used in this chapter. The grinding machines were previously specified in Section 2.2. In
this chapter the original grinding machine used in the experiments of the previous 2
chapters will be referred to as Machine 1 and the second grinding machine used in the
experiments of Section 6.5 will be referred to as Machine 2 (as mentioned in Section
2.2). The aim of grinding with Machine 2 is to study the effect of rigidity of the system
and different spindle speeds on the quality.
The details of experiments carried out are described in Section 6.2, where the settings
used are defined. In Sections 6.3 and 6.4 PCD compacts are ground using Machine 1.
In Section 6.3 the effect of in-feed and MRR on the edge quality is investigated. In the
previous chapters the relation of in-feed, MRR and VWWR, as 3 important factors,
was studied. The experiments of Section 6.3 comprise these 3 parameters. PCD blanks
are ground with different in-feeds and the resultant edge quality analysed. In Section
6.4 a different grinding wheel is used and the results obtained are compared with the
results of the previous grinding wheel. It will be shown how changing the grinding
parameters can enhance the quality of grinding surface and work piece edge. In Section
6.5 the PCD blanks are ground using Machine 2 (introduced in Section 2.2) to
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compare the results of edge quality. Finally, the outcomes of this chapter are discussed
and summarised in Section 6.6.
6.2. Description of Experiments

The experiments carried out in this chapter are selected according to the results of the
experiments presented in the previous 3 chapters. As shown in Figure 6.2.2, there are 2
different ways to position the PCD work piece and grind it. This difference is because
the PCD section is located on the upper surface of the work piece and there is no PCD
on the lower surface (as shown in Figure 1.2.1 and Figure 6.2.1). The black triangle
shown in the A-A view section of Figure 6.2.2 refers to the PCD area. In part (a) of
this figure since the PCD area is on top and the spindle spins clockwise this makes the
diamond grains on the PCD break out and cause chipping. To avoid chipping, the
work piece is turned to the other side (as shown in part (b) of Figure 6.2.2) so that the
PCD area would be underneath and the clockwise spindle will not damage the edge
quality. It is also possible to use the right side of the grinding wheel instead of turning
the work piece. In other words, it is the peripheral velocity of the wheel that defines
where and how to position the PCD work piece.

Figure 6.2.1 Upper and lower surfaces of the PCD work
piece
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Figure 6.2.2 Two different ways of positioning the work
piece (a) Area A upward (b) Area B upward (refer to
Figure 6.2.1)
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After grinding the PCD work piece, the blanks are ready to be analysed by a
microscope. As discussed in Chapter 1 Oderbolz [41] has reported that 20x or 50x
magnification is suitable enough to measure the cutting tool wear. However, since
PCD is prone to graphitization at temperatures above 600 o C , an examination of the
edges at high magnifications would have helped to be more certain of the reasons of
cracks or fractures during grinding. In this research, the tool wear is examined with an
optical microscope with 50x magnification.
Because the chipping happens on the top surface (due to the location of PCD on that
surface), it is more reasonable if the top view is captured. In other words, figures of
other surfaces (using 20x-50x magnification) of the ground area will not provide useful
information.
In Section 6.3 to find the relation between in-feed and material removal rate a
combination of experiments of Sections 3.3, 3.5 and 5.3, including using the
microscope after each single experiment to detect the edge quality produced after
grinding, was used. The procedures used are given below:
1. The grinding wheel was trued once, at the beginning. A truing procedure as
given in Section 3.2 was used.
2. The grinding wheel was dressed using a wet dressing stick before each
experiment for about 25s.
3. A photo from the edge of the PCD insert was taken using an optical
microscope with 50x magnification, prior to grinding.
4. Then, just one 10 µm in-feed was given during grinding.
5. The traverse speed was kept constant in each experiment.
6. MRR was measured with a micrometre.
7. VWWR was measured with another micrometer.
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8. The edge quality was examined with the optical microscope.
9. Steps 2-8 were repeated but with the in-feed progressively increased 10 µm at
a time up to 50 µm .
This set of experiments not only provides the information about the in-feed and
quality but also about the MRR, VWWR and quality. Results of these experiments are
illustrated in Figure 6.3.2 to Figure 6.3.6.
In Section 6.4, a new coarser grinding wheel with bigger rim (twice the old one as
shown in Section 2.2.1) is used. The new wheel has the same diameter (150mm) as the
previous one so the relative speeds are the same. However, it has more abrasive area to
grind PCD with. The experimental procedure is exactly the same as in Section 6.3.
In Section 6.5, 4 PCD samples were ground using Machine 2 (as described in Section
2.2) with different spindle speeds lower than the spindle speed of Machine 1, as shown
in Table 6.1. A diamond grinding wheel similar to the previous ones was used.
Table 6.1 Range of spindle speed used in quality
experiments

Sample

Grinding method

Spindle speed
(rpm)

1

Machine 2

495

2

Machine 2

666

3

Machine 2

890

4

Machine 2

1195

5

Machine 1

2840
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In the experiments carried out in this section the in-feed was given manually without
oscillation. Therefore, the in-feed was not necessarily constant in these tests. After each
experiment the resulting edge was examined using the optical microscope.
6.3. In-feed, MRR and Edge Quality

The grinding experiments of this section were conducted using Machine 1. Figure 6.3.1
points out that the figures of edge quality refer to the side edge of PCD as shown on
the diagram.

a

b

Figure 6.3.1 Typical representation of where the following
photos refer to

Figure 6.3.2 to Figure 6.3.6 show the edge quality produced during grinding with
different in-feeds. Photos on the left side show the work piece edge before grinding.
So, by comparing both right and left pictures it can be easily explained whether the
generated edge is affected by the in-feed or not. The black arrow shown in Figure 6.3.2
denotes which side of the PCD work piece was ground. The cavities on the surface of
the PCD before grinding can be clearly seen. Consequently, the cracks on the edge
after grinding are not necessarily produced during grinding. The black dotted circles in
parts (a) and (b) are removed totally during grinding.
In other words, because of the large chipping areas in those sections (black dotted
circles shown in Figure 6.3.2) the grains are not supported by the grains next to them
so they can be easily detached, no matter what the in-feed is.
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Furthermore, the PCD section on the work piece has a sharp corner (black dotted
circle in part (b)) at the position where it meets cemented carbide. So, during grinding
this sharp edge is under stress and it can be affected and broken during grinding.
The blue dashed circle in part (a) of Figure 6.3.2 shows another sharp edge of PCD on
the left side of the PCD work piece. However, the corresponding picture on the right
side of part (a) shows that after grinding the corner has not been damaged and in fact,
it is still sharp.
These inspections show that small cracks have been removed to some extent and the
new edge is not worse than before.
Additional experiments using different samples with different primary surfaces prior to
grinding have been conducted. This allows the effect of settings and the capabilities of
the system used to be further investigated.
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Before grinding

After grinding

(a) Part (a) as shown in Figure 6.3.1

(b) Part (b) as shown in Figure 6.3.1
Figure 6.3.2 10 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm

Figure 6.3.3 shows the result of grinding with 20 µm in-feed. The sample used in the
related experiment had lots of cracks and fractures on its edge. To remove the uneven
surface of PCD, several grinding experiments need to be done. Since the surface of the
work piece was already damaged no further fractures would have been generated as a
result of grinding. However, by comparing the results, before and after grinding, it can
be seen that the material was removed because the depth of cracks has decreased.
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As Tso and Liu [24] stated with lower in-feed a finer PCD surface can be obtained.
But, considering Figure 6.3.4 to Figure 6.3.6, where 30, 40 and 50 µm in-feed were
given respectively, it can be concluded that all the in-feeds used have not caused any
damage to the surface and so higher in-feeds do not necessarily have an adverse effect
on the ground edge. In other words, from the quality point of view the range of 1050 µm in-feed can be used without restrictions. However, according to the results of
Section 3.5 and 5.3 the desired setting can be selected with respect to the optimum
range of MRR and reasonable range of VWWR.
Note that the unusual surface of PCD before grinding (shown in Figure 6.3.6) is
because of minor surface oily residues on the work piece.
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Before grinding

After grinding

Figure 6.3.3 20 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm
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Before grinding

After grinding

Figure 6.3.4 30 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm
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Before grinding

After grinding

Figure 6.3.5 40 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm
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Before grinding

After grinding

Figure 6.3.6 50 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm
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6.4. Grinding Wheel Type and Quality

Figure 6.4.1 to Figure 6.4.5 show the edge quality of PCD work piece ground with a
new diamond grinding wheel. Black dotted ovals drawn in these figures refer to the
fractures before and after grinding. It can be seen that the cracks have been removed
to a large extent and no significant chipping has occurred on the other ground areas.
The sharp corners have remained sharp and the material has been removed
successfully, no matter what in-feed was used. Although the grinding wheel used in this
section is a coarser grinding wheel the quality of the ground edge is completely
satisfactory. One of the reasons can be due to the small range of in-feed used in these
experiments.
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Before grinding

After grinding

Figure 6.4.1 10 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm
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Before grinding

After grinding

Figure 6.4.2 20 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm
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Before grinding

After grinding

Figure 6.4.3 30 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm
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Before grinding

After grinding

Figure 6.4.4 40 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm
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Before grinding

After grinding

Figure 6.4.5 50 µm in-feed, scale 380 µm

Many authors [8, 9, 11, 13, 19, 24] state that finer diamond wheels produce a better
PCD surface and that is why they are mostly used for finishing purposes. To confirm
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this a higher microscope magnification can be used. Furthermore, it is clear that “the
machining operation for which the tool will be used determines which grinding wheel
will be the most economical” [11, 13].
6.5. Grinding Using Machine 1 and Machine 2

Figure 6.5.1 shows edge quality of 4 PCD blanks ground using Machine 2 (described in
Sections 2.2 and 6.1). Both figures in each row correspond to the same state of
grinding. In other words, both figures present the PCD work piece after grinding.
The in-feeds used in these experiments are significantly higher than the in-feeds given
in Machine 1, because Machine 2 is much more rigid. The distinct depth of cut near
the dashed vertical line shows this. The vertical distance between the un-ground edge
and ground edge is the given in-feed. An example is shown in part (b) of Figure 6.5.1.
As described in Sections 2.2 and 6.2 the spindle speeds used are considerably lower
than the speed of Machine 1. Nevertheless, no significant relation between the spindle
and edge quality emerges from these figures. A similar conclusion was drawn from the
experiments done by Herzig [13] for a range of 8-65m/s wheel speeds, where only
small differences were ascertained though according to his research the best results
were achieved at 22-28m/s. On the other hand, according to Tso et al [24], with lower
wheel velocity a finer PCD surface can be obtained. In this research the spindle speeds
used in Machine 1 and Machine 2 ranged from 495rpm to 2840rpm corresponding to
4-22m/s wheel speed. So, according to Herzig [13] Machine 1 generates a better edge
quality because its 22m/s wheel speed lies in the optimum range.
The black dotted ovals (shown in Figure 6.5.1) indicate the cracks produced as a result
of grinding. Since the given in-feeds have been high, these cracks are definitely
generated during grinding. But the cavities on the surface of Sample #3 existed prior to
grinding (as shown in part (c) of Figure 6.5.1).
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Un-ground

Ground

Ground Edge

a) Sample #1 ground at 495rpm

Un-ground

Ground

Ground Edge
In-feed

b) Sample #2 ground at 666rpm

Un-ground

Ground

Ground Edge

c) Sample #3 ground at 890rpm
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Un-ground

Ground

Ground Edge

d) Sample #4 ground at 1195rpm
Figure 6.5.1 Photo of edge quality using Machine 2, scale
380 µm

Comparing the results of Section 6.5 with Sections 6.3 and 6.4 it can be seen that
Machine 1, though not designed for PCD grinding, is sufficiently rigid to grind PCD
successfully.
6.6. Conclusions

In this chapter factors affecting edge quality were analysed. Several experiments were
carried out with varying grinding parameters: in-feed (including MRR), grinding wheel,
grinding method and spindle speed. The aim is to reduce the irregularities at the edges
of PCD inserts and improve the edge uniformity on the work piece. The cracks on the
tool edge not only shorten the insert life but also influence the chip flow, which will
lower the cutting quality.
The ground edges were studied using an optical microscope with 50x magnification. A
range of 10-50 µm in-feed was used. The selected range was based on the results
obtained in the previous chapters, which defined the limitations of the available
system. It had been concluded that there is no need to use higher in-feeds. However, in
order to have enough grain engagement it is important to use the correct in-feed.
Otherwise, the grinding may result in chipping of the PCD and an unsatisfactory edge.
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It was observed that during grinding unsupported parts of PCD grains could be easily
broken and removed. In fact the initial surface of PCD affects the edge quality
produced after grinding.
It was also shown that within the range of 10-50 µm in-feed the Conventional
Grinding Machine 1, designed for non PCD uses, is stable enough dynamically to
attain the optimal material removal rate.
A different grinding wheel was also used in order to study and compare the edge
quality generated during grinding with a different wheel. The same range of in-feed was
used with the new wheel. The edge and surface integrity remained almost free of
defects during grinding, even when using the new coarser grinding wheel.
The PCD work piece was also ground on a different machine referred to as Machine 2
using different wheel speeds: 495, 666, 890 and 1195rpm equivalent to 4, 5, 7 and
9m/s peripheral speeds, respectively. One of the aims of this experiment was to
compare the results of PCD grinding with two machines of different stability and
rigidity. The other aim was to study the effect of wheel speed on the edge quality. No
significant relation between the spindle speed and edge quality emerged from the
related experiments, which covered the wheel speeds of 4-9m/s.
It was shown that the machine built for grinding of cemented carbide could achieve
satisfactory quality with acceptable feed rates.
To achieve a chip-free edge and satisfy other requirements it is suggested that only a
small range of in-feeds be used. If this is done, a conventional grinding machine, with
about 3000rpm spindle speed, is capable of grinding PCD producing a high standard
edge. However, it is stressed that the process quality also depends to some extent on
the operator’s experience.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH
7.1. Conclusions

This thesis has studied the grinding of polycrystalline diamond using two grinding
machines with different specifications and different diamond grinding wheels. The
grinding experiments were carried out using constant feed. Both metal and vitrified
bond diamond grinding wheels were used in the research presented in this thesis. The
results of this thesis and the experimental procedures can be extended to other
research in PCD grinding area.
In Chapter 1 a literature review on several aspects of PCD grinding was carried out, the
importance and need for this research was established, and an outline of the thesis was
given.
In Chapter 2 the grinding systems and the other experimental equipment used in this
thesis were described. The normal and tangential grinding forces produced during
grinding were shown and calculated based on the force data obtained using the force
sensors thus allowing the grinding forces to be mathematically analysed.
In Chapter 3 the relation between the grinding forces and in-feed was studied. It was
shown that the trends of normal and tangential forces were the same. The forces were
analysed and it was found that the maximum grinding forces vary with the in-feed,
contact zone, material removal rate and the oscillation rate. The behaviour of the
normal force was shown as the grinding wheel wears out. The relation between the infeed and the material removal rate was extracted. Then, the range of in-feed was
optimized with respect to the lower range of normal force and higher range of material
removal rate. To find the grinding coefficient and its relationship with in-feed the
relation between the normal and tangential forces was studied. There was a
comparison between cemented carbide and PCD grinding. Furthermore, different
ways of giving in-feed were investigated and it was found that smaller steps of in-feed
produce lower grinding forces than the forces produced by applying the whole in-feed
at once. The tested range of oscillation rate showed that those oscillations do not
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significantly affect the grinding forces. The experiments and findings from Chapter 3
were used in Chapter 4 , Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 .
In Chapter 4 the condition of the grinding wheel surface before grinding and how it
affects the grinding process were studied. The grinding wheel in this thesis was dressed
based on the findings of this chapter. It was shown that material removal rate MRR,
grinding forces FN and FT and grinding coefficient µ can be used as a practical indicator
of the roughness of the grinding wheel and also to select the optimum dressing time.
In Section 4.3 it was shown that after truing and dressing the grinding forces drop
considerably. No significant change in the grinding forces was observed for high infeeds. The grinding wheel condition has no effect on the ratio of tangential and normal
forces. It was also shown how the grinding coefficient can be used as a control
parameter of the wheel sharpness. It was found in most of the experiments that when
the grinding wheel is sharp the tangential force, or in other words the cutting force, is
greater than the normal force. So, more material is removed in a shorter time.
According to the published data [4-6, 22] and the results of this chapter, it was
concluded that in most of the PCD grinding experiments the grinding wheel needs to
be dressed after every 30s of grinding. It was explained in Section 4.4 that as the wheel
wears out the material removal rate decreases and the grinding forces increase.
In Chapter 4 the grinding wheel was dressed for different durations. Depending on the
given in-feed, the optimum duration was selected based on the maximum MRR and
the minimum grinding forces achieved. It was found that for a certain in-feed, the
sharper wheel does not necessarily remove more material. Grinding breaks the exposed
grains of a wheel dressed for a long time more quickly.
In Chapter 5 the effect of grinding parameters on the wheel wear and vice versa was
studied. These grinding parameters include the condition of the grinding wheel surface,
in-feed and the work piece material type. The aim of this chapter was to increase the
wheel life and the material removal rate by optimizing these parameters. In this chapter
the results of G-ratio were presented for the first time. The rate of volumetric wheel
wear in different settings was measured and analysed. It was concluded that the Gratio, MRR and VWWR should all be considered and not be taken in isolation from
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each other. The optimum range of in-feed can also be estimated based on the results of
material removed from the work piece and wheel other than the results of the
expensive force sensor obtained in Chapter 3 . It was found that if the given in-feed is
divided into small steps the rate of material removed from the wheel during grinding is
noticeably lower.
According to Section 4.4 when the diamond grinding wheel wears out, material
removal from the work piece stops. It was found in Section 5.3 that no significant
material is removed from the surface of an already blunt wheel. In other words, when
the wheel gets blunt the material is neither removed from the work piece nor from the
wheel but will result in high grinding forces.
Because of the erratic fluctuations of the G-ratio (“measurement for wheel life” [51])
relying on the changes in G-ratio is not always an effective way of finding the exact
time when the grinding wheel needs to be dressed. In these cases it is suggested that
MRR be used as a practical indicator of dressing time as found in Section 4.4. Based on
the results of Chapter 5 and the published data [5, 6, 8, 44] normally the grinding wheel
needs to be dressed for 10-30s.
It was also discovered that the sharpness of the wheel alters the rate of wear during
grinding. Depending on the grain protrusion of the wheel, dressed wheels cut
differently. In Section 5.4 it was shown that during the dressing process some material
is removed from the wheel. So, it is essential to choose a dressing method adapted to
the PCD grinding application. Combining the results of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 the
optimum dressing duration is selected depending on the material removal rate, grinding
forces, dressing method, material removed from the wheel after dressing and the rate
of material removed from the wheel after grinding.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to studying the edge quality of the PCD work piece. Two
different grinding wheels and two different grinding machines with different stiffness,
power ratings, degrees of freedom, work piece holder systems and spindle speeds were
used. The relations between the edge quality and the grinding parameters in-feed
(including MRR), grinding wheel, grinding method and spindle speeds were
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established. It was found that a conventional grinding machine, designed for non-PCD
uses, could be dynamically stable enough to attain the optimal material removal rate.
Although many authors [8, 9, 11, 13, 19, 24] have found that a finer diamond grinding
wheel produces a better PCD surface, in this research the edge quality of the PCD
compact ground using two different wheels did not show such a difference. It was
found that no significant relation between the edge quality and spindle speed exists.
However, Herzig [13] has stated that with 22m/s wheel speed (2840rpm) a better edge
quality is generated. It was also suggested to use a small range of in-feeds to achieve a
chip-free edge. In addition to all these parameters the quality also depends to some
extent on the operator’s experience. The results of the conducted experiments showed
that inadequate grinding parameters can reduce the life cycle of the grinding wheel and
downgrade the edge quality.
Detailed analysis of cost is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, many of the
topics in this investigation will also provide useful information to users wishing to
make cost tradeoffs.
7.2. Future Work

There are various areas of work related to this thesis that could further improve the
PCD grinding process developed in this research. These include:
The edge quality of the work piece can be more accurately evaluated by measuring the
ground face roughness. The edge roughness can be measured using different methods
such as with a profilometer. A profilometer can measure surface roughness, image
topography in 3D non-destructively (non-contact) as well as do statistical computation
of surface data. To increase the PCD tool life the cutting edge of the PCD work piece
has to have a satisfactory quality. In order to achieve less chippings and break outs the
experimental investigations of PCD grinding need to be done more precisely including
using more accurate equipments and higher magnifications to provide detailed
information on PCD cutting edge.
In this thesis two diamond cup wheels were used. This study could be extended to
include different types of grinding wheel to grind various PCD compacts in a different
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way. It would also be useful to the Industry for the PCD grinding methods and
techniques used in this thesis to be extended to different PCD grits applications.
The truing procedure can be studied more extensively. The truing process in this thesis
was based on existing industrial practices. More experiments can be carried out using
different truing and grinding settings to further explore the truing parameters affecting
the PCD grinding process.
The measured forces were all the forces produced during grinding. To find more
information about the truing process the truing forces can also be measured using the
force sensor. Then, more tests can be done to measure “the truing/dressing intensity”
[63] and the effect of truing and dressing on the grinding performance of the wheel can
be more comprehensively examined. The truing/dressing intensity is defined as the
resultant force acting on an individual grain. Truing/dressing intensity is considered a
good measure to evaluate the truing/dressing efficiency [63].
The force estimation techniques and force control procedures presented by Simpson
[35] can be applied to this research to assist in monitoring the rate of wheel wear. This
would assist in the development of a grinding model, which accounts for wheel wear.
This would also allow the expensive force sensor to be replaced, in a production
machine, by force estimation techniques. With force control schemes PCD blanks can
be ground with constant normal force as recommended by many authors [4-14] instead
of at constant feed rate. The truing forces could also potentially be estimated using
similar grinding force estimation procedures and also based on the motor power and
spindle speeds of both the grinding wheel and the truing wheel.
Since a scanning electron microscope (SEM) provides more detailed and precise
information the wear mechanism and edge quality can be further analysed using a SEM
in addition to the optical microscope.
All the results found in this thesis are only valid for the range of settings used in the
experiments. Using other grinding methods a wider range of settings could be used to
extend the application of the conclusions drawn here. Research can also be carried out
to apply many of the techniques used here to constant force grinding.
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Detailed analysis of cost was beyond the scope of this thesis. Research can be done to
evaluate cost tradeoffs including costs in cycle time, wheel costs, costs of the PCD
compacts, truing costs, dressing costs, etc.
In this research one axis of the grinding wheel was moved at a time. Extending the
research to cover multiple axis grinding would provide a more comprehensive
coverage of the characteristics of PCD grinding.
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